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DESCRIPTION

The model F4EB boring machine is a precision, single poi-nt
tool, bori-ng unit. rt is equipped with tooring and accessories
for reboring most American passenger car and. iruck engines,
inline, 90 degree and 6a degree v types. F4EB machines can be
readily tooled to rebore a wide range of engines including
European and Asian engines as well as perform a wider variety
of boring operations.

This machine is designed for two purposes:

1. The alignment of cylinder bores relative to the pan
rails and main bearing locations, as has been done in
the oriqinal factory boring. This overcomes the many
inaccuracies and out-of-alignment problems associated
with clamping portable cylinder bori-ng bars to blocks.

A considerable savings in hole to hol-e time is
realizeci as a result of fast block clamping, inverted
centering fingers, and air operated clamping and
Iifting devices.

Changre over or resetting time required to set up V-t1rpe or
inline engines is a minimum, making this machine hig'hly suited
to the jobber shop, where engines cannot be run through, in
model lots.

AII feeds and rapid travels are power operated
hand feed travel is located at the base of the
be used for counterboring and facing sleeves,

. An auxiliary
feed screw to

a{.a

Power is furnished by a 205/245 volt 50/60 hertz, single
phase, variable speed AC motor Controller. A high and low
range pulley drive and a variable AC controller provide speeds
from 75 rpm to 545 rpm.
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LIMITED WARRANTY

Rottler Manufacturing Company model F4EB parts and equipment
are warranted as to materials and workrnanship. This limited
warranty remains in effect for one year from the da!e_ of
delivery, provideC the machine is owned and operated by the

: : i' ' r - -original purchaser and is operated and maintained as per
instruction in this manual.

StanCard air and electric components are warranteC by thej-r
respective manufacturers (NOTE: their individual warranty
periods may vary significantly from Rottler manufacturing
policy) .

TooIs proven defectlve within the warranty period will be
repaired or rep'1 3s94, dt the factory's option.

We accept no responsibility for defects caused by external
damage, wear' abuse, or misuse, nor Co we accept any
obligation to provide compensation for other direct or
indlrect costs in connection with cases covered by the
warranty.

Freight charges on warranty itens (non-air shipment only) wlll
be paid by Rottler Manufacturing for a period of 60 days only
from date of installation or set-up by a qualified service
technician or sales rep.

Freight charges after the 60 day period are the customers
responsibility,
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IMPORTANT

OPERATING SAFETY AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

ELECTRICAL POWER - make sure all electrical equipment have the
@l- overload protection.

MACHINE OPERATOR - Operator of this boring machine should be a
ffit craftsman, that. ls, well versed in the
caution, care, and knowledqe required to safely operate a
metal cutting tool

If the operator is not a skilled machinist, the operator must
pay strict attention to the operatingr procedure outlined in
this manual, and must get instruction from a quallfied
machinist in both the productive and safe operation of this
boring bar.

Rottler Boring Equipment has the following areas of exposed
moving parts, that you must train yourself to respect and stay
away from when they are 1n motion:

1. TOOL SHARPENING - Must be done with care and
@t good bore results, be alert to the
tight pressure required for sharpening.

CAUTION: Exposed diamond wheel is a potential hazard
to your hands, fingers, and face. NOTE
Eye protection is a necessity when working
in this area.

2. CUTTING TOOL AREA - Any operati-on invol-ving hanC in
ffirea, such as centering;, changing
centering fingers, tool insertion and removal,
cutter head changes , s7-ze checking, etc., requires
that both the drive motor be turned off and that the
spindle clutch (spindle rotation) lever be
disengaged, in it's full r.tp position.

NOTE: periodically check t.his lever to make sure
that the upper lever position will lock out
the spindle clutch when the detent is engaged.

3. BORING @ must be worn during this
opEiEEionffi be kept completely away from
cutter head.

4. UPPER HOUSING CONTROLS - Learn to identify and
these control- functions by

habit while developing the awareness of keeping your
fingers and hands well clear of the rotating feed
screw and the knobs, both on top of the feed screw
and the spindle.
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WORK LOADING AND UNLOADING Carefully develop
g and unloading work

piecesr so that no injury can result if hoist
equipment or lift connection should faiI.

Periodically check lift components for damage that
may cause failure of Block Handler Assenrbly. Lifting
eye can eventually fall if the eye is reset in line
with the 502-1-80 lift channel. Eye must be at right
angle to this channel.

I4ACHINE MAINTENANCE - Any machine adjustment,
@s replacement absolutely requires
a complete power disconnect to the machine. THIS
MUST BE AN ABSOLUTE RULE.

q

B4ERGENCY PROCEDURE

Assuming one of the following has occurred - tool bit is set
completely off size, work or boring spindle is not clamped,
spindle is not properly centered, these mistakes will become
obvious the instant the cut starts.
TUF.N OFF MOTOR IMMEDIATELY.

NOTE: You can keep your finger on the stop button, if you wish
to insure instant shut down.

After flnding out what the problem is, methodically organize
the controls to return the spindle to it's up position'
without causing more problems.

Be alert to quickly stop the motor in the event of a serious
disruption of the borinqi process either at the top or bottom
of the bore.

6.

"REMEMBER" metal cutting tools have the speed and torque to
human body exposed to them.severely inj ure any part of the
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I'IACIIINE INSTALI,ATTON LOCATION

The productivity of this machine will depend to a great extent
on it's proper initial installation, particularly the means by
which cylinder blocks can be lifted into the machine and flow
easily to and from other operations in your shop.

The proper loadlng arranqement and area location for your
F4EB machine is extremely important. A slow travel (6' to

l-0'min) power hoist, operated from either a bridqe crane or a
jib crane arrangiement works very satisfactorily. A 1000-tb.
holst is generally adequate for lifting the engine block and
V-fixture combination. An air hoist with speed control makes
an ideal method for fast, convenient loading.

If some production boring with this machine is anticipated,
and the cyli-nder blocks are not directly loaded and unloaded
from a conveyorr w€ woul-d reconmend considerable attention be
given to the crane so that it covers an adeguate area to allow
the operator to back up and remove cylinder blocks without
cluttering up his own area. If two machines are to be operated
by one operaLorr w€ would recomnend that the open faces be
placed at right angles to each other, with the machines
approximately three feet apart.

UNPACKTNG

Use care in removing the crate from the F4EB machine, being
careful not to use force on any part of the spindle unit.

Remove the S,T4 sharpening fixture from the deck and preferably
place at a bench close to the machine. The SJ4 sharpening
fixture is available in 115V 60Hz or 220/230V 50/ 60H2. If it
is necessary to mount this fixture on the F4EB base with an
angle plate, mount it so that the sharpening wheel is below
the top face of the machine base, and the sharpening grit will
not be thrown on top of the base.

Remove the tool box, parallels, V-fixture, located at the
]ower portion of the machine and completely clean these
articlesr ds well as the machine base pads and upper table,
with solvent. Also, clean thoroughly the cylinder block clamp
arm assembly. Rust inhibitor is applied to the machine at the
time of shipment, and any of thls inhibitor left on the
machine wilI result in considerable collecting of cast iron
dirt and possible sllpping of the clamp arms.

LEVELING

Four square-head set screws (502-L-t2A), jam nuts (502-L-L2F),
and chamfered washers (502-L-L2l are provided with the machine
for leveling. Insert the screw and nut at the base support
points, being careful that Lhe screw point seats in the
chamfered washers beIow.
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Use a precision level and level the upper table within .003"
per foot in both directions and make sure that the machine
weight is equally supported at the four support points of the
base,

I{ACHINE SElrUP
Remove sheet netal covffithe back side of the
spindte unit, by removing itrs four round head screws.

Pull out the cotter key through the slotted nut of the roll-er
key assembly and loosen the nut. Turn the machine oilr switch
the float/neutrallclamp switch to neutral. Hand tighten the
nut to take out all- of the play from the roller key assembly,
Loosen the nut approximateLy 1/12 of a turn. Replace the
cotter key in the appropriate slot. Now slide the spindle unit
from side to side and further clean the rust inhibitor from
the table.

Attach an air source to the appropriate intake at the air
filter on the sid.e of the rear control enclosure-

NOTE: AIR SUPPLY IN NFI' SERIES MACHINES
rce f or " F'r series

boring machines be moisture free. Water and oil in the
line vrill result in early cylinder and valve failure-
Our reconmendation is the installation of a water trap

PO9ilER ST'PPLY
This machine requires 205V to 245V AC 5A/6OHz, singrle phase,
(measured between Ll- and L2). Current requirement is 15 amps.
Excessive voltaqre drop at the power Sourge can cause the
machine to malfunction. Check the available voltage at peak
use time to see if it will supply the proper voltage.

When using two legs of a three phase supply the voltage from
each 1eg to ground must be between 100 to 120 V. Connect per
electrical hook-up directions below. If the vol6ge is ouXsj,de
this Tangg the machj.ne vi77 not opecate ptoperly and may be
A^-aged

Do not attempt to attach three phase. The three phase spindle
motor receives its power from a three phase variable frequency
inverter located in t.he main electrical enclosure. The input
to the frequency inverter must be single phase-

Connect single phase wiring to the 4 pole terminal strip in
the upper riqht- side of the electrical enclosure. The machi-ne
is .ro-t- settsit:-ve to neutrai-l"hot" Ieg phasing. Two legs of a
2OB/240V 3 phase supply can be used, The power source used to
supply this machine- should be isolated from other machinery
th-at miqitt cause large electrica] noise spikes which could
interfere with the machines computer.
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CAUTTON:
This machine must be connected to a good isolated earth
ground, such as a separate grround rod j-nstalled for this
machine only. Connect the earth ground wire to the terminal
with the qreen girounding wire attached to it, on the terminal
strip mounted in the upper right siCe of the electrical
enclosure.

Move the clamp selector switch to the left (float) position,
slide the spindle unit from side to side and in and out to
make sure it slides freely. The necessary effort to sliCe this
will decrease when the shipping oil is entirely removed from
the machine base. Spindle base should float easj-ly without
pulsating. If adjustment is required, first adjust the air
regulator (#502-21-11) in t.he end cap on the rear of the
spindle base, if further adjustments are required, a needle
valve is located in the rear of the spindle unit, whlch
control-s the alr flow to the rear float. Bar should float
easily and smoothly, without pulsating. Pulsating is an
indication of too much air being applied.

Move the clamp selector to the right (clamp) and check proper
operation of the clamp assembly and proper release and
movement of the base when turned back to float.

Replace sheet metal cover on the spindle unit.

CONTROLS

We suggest that before attemptinqr any cylinder boring' the
operator should actuate the controls to become familiar with
the operation of the machine.

1. CLA}.IP (FLOAT) SWlTCH
o the right to energize

hold down clamp. When this switch is moved to
exhausted from the bottom of the spindle unit,
movement of the spindle.

the spindle
the left, air is
providing easy

CAUTION: Motor must be stopped when positioning bar.
InadvertenL spindle rotation engagement could
i-njure the operators hands or damage the cutter
head parts.

It is important to note that the clamp switch may be left in
the neutral straight position so that the spindle j-s neither
floated nor clamped. You will- find it often useful to use this
position on your machine for dial indicating purposes in
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bores, and to make slight adjustments in order, either to
correct or introduce a desired, total indicator runout
readi-ng.

2. FEED AND RAPID RETURN LEVER
lever on the side of the bar.

Press down until the lever latches to engaqe the cutting feed.
To dlsengage, press the feed release arm whj-ch will unlatch
the lever and allow it to return to the neutral position. Llft
the feed lever until it latches to engage the rapid return
travel. The bar will automatically return to neutral upon
reaching the top of the travel. If you wish to return the bar
to neutral while it is in rapid travel, again press feed
reiease arm which will unlatch the l-ever and allow it to
return to neutral position. You will note the stop rod that is
held in the hanC feed cap by the set screw, has a round shaped
end which will release the cutting feed when it contacts the
tatchlng lever. This most conveniently raised up and locked by
its set screw in the proper position on the completion of the
first bore cul. This rod should not be used to hold close
tolerance shoulders.

3. FAST DOWN LE\TER
ffiines must be set to 300 spindle RPM or lower
Eo operate fast down.
The fast down travel lever is located to the right of the feed
lever. Check the feed }ever to see that it is in neutral
position before actuating. LEVER SHOULD BE PULLED DOWN QUICKLY
AND FIRMLY AND NOT ALLOWED

ase the pressure.

To become famil-iar with the rapi-d down travelr w€ suggest that
you place a tool holder in t,he tool holder slot and practice
runninq this tool holder down rapidl-y (in the fast spindle
speed) to an exact point, and returning it to the upper
position. This can be done rapldly and very accurately with a
litt1e practice.

4. SPINDLE CLUTCH CONTROL
located to the left side of the feed

Iever. A pull release rapi-d down movement will engage the
spindle rotation and the reverse action will disengage. fn
that this is a jaw clutch, we recommend stopping the motor or
jogging the mot.or to engage the clutch on the HIGH SPINDLE
nplt. Siandard procedure-ii to throw out the cIuEEE-TFon--
completion of the bore. Turn the cutter head around to the
indexing detent, to position the tool to the front r then
reverse the travel. The lower knob on the spindle of the upper
housing may be used for manually turning the spindle when
necessary.

5. MANTJAL HAND FEED
ffiravel is actuated by rotating the handle
attached to the spline at the top of the splndle base.
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THIS TRAVEL SHOULD AL!(AYS BE LEFT IN FULL UP POSITION

UP POSTTION.

Normal procedure is to rapld travel or feed bar to polnt
requiring manual travel. If back feeding is necessary, run the
hand travel Cown first and then rapid travel down to where the
tool can be inserted.

Thls manual hand feed travel is avallable for facingi sleeves
and counterboring, etc. It is completely separate from the
power spindle travel, and SHOUID AIWAYS BE RETUP.NED TO THE
i-ur,r, up POSrrroN AFTEa esr T,

RETU THE TOP.

6. LOW AND HIGH F.ANGE F4EB
ving a V-belt on stepped pui-Ieys in

the motor qtear box. Turn off motor. Loosen knob 514-6-86 and
rotate side cover 502-9-25D out of t.he way. Loosen adjustable
hanCle 502-9-2lC and pivot motor forward towards spindle. Move
V-belt to desired pulley groove (Top giroove low rang:e
bottom groove high range). Slide motor back and tighten
adjustable handle, Replace side cover and tighten knob-

SPINDLE RPM }O{OB
This knob adjusts the spindte rotational speed and downward
feeC speed. Speed can be adjusted: in low rangie 75 to 360 rpm
in high ranqe 110 to 540 rpm.

An optimum bori-ng speed for rapid stock removal and good tool
life is 380 surface feet per minute on normal oversize cut^s. A
gruid.el-ine to secure this surface speed 1s the following list
of spindle Rpm's of different bore dlameters:

3 '' BORE
4U BORE
6" BORE

4-70 RPM
360 RPM
240 RPM

NOTE: Refer to the chart in the back of the manual for speed
recolnmendation.

.7 . CENTERING IO{OB
@, knob on left front side of the upper
spindle housing, operates the centering fi-ngrers when turned
clockwise. Be careful not to over-extend these fj-ngers when
the spindle is noL in the cylinder or they will come
completely out of the pinion drlve.

CAUTION: Motor must be stopped when centering. Inadvertent
spindle rotation engagrement could injure the
operators hands or damage cutter head parts.
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The two feeds provided on your F4EB are controlled by a
sliding key arranqement, operated by a small knob on the top
of the upper housing. This knob is raised to engage a Iow
speed rate of .0025 per revolution and lowered to secure a
higher feed rate of .0055 per revolution. To operate this
knob, lift the feed shift lever to neutral and operate the
knob as required, dllowing the shift lever to return to feed
positlon. It will take a moment for the slidinq key to drop
into drive position. This controJ may be operated while the
machine is actually in a boring operation, although the dwell
of the tool may leave a witness mark in the bore.

9. EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON
(large reC)

The Emergency Stop button will stop the machine in an
emergency situation. Power will be turned off to the motor
drive, located in the rear electrical enclosure.

Wait 20 seconds before tur . The

To turn the machine back on, turn the EMERGENCY STOP button
clockwise and it will pop back out.
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NOTE: FEED LEVER MUST
BE IN NEUTRAL WHEN
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-B TYPE CUTTER HEADS

AITERNATE CUTTER HEAD ARRANGEMENTS

Your F4EB is equipped with a single draw bolt thrcugh the
inner spindle assembly so that a number of different styles of
cutter heads, tcol, and indrcators may be rapidly,
interchanged. A spanner wrench is provided for locking and
unlocking the cutter head, it is used on the upper knob (600-
1B-1) of the spindle. Engage spindle clutch to hold spindle
from turning. When insertingr alternate tools, make sure the
sprocket is absolutely clean and while threading' in place,
make sure the spline is easily engaged without burring.
Disengage spindle clutch.

PRODUCTION CUTTER HEAD 600-8-4H or G

e
performance in this machine. )

The production cutter head with a standard bore capacity of
3.25" to B'may be qui-ck1y attached to the F4EB machine by use
of the draw bolt.
It is used in the F4EB machj-ne to simplify and speed up the
operation, eliminating the necessity of removing the tool
every time you center the spindle in a new bore.

CAUTION: Care must be
of ihis head
extremities
main bearing

the best all--around

taken to determine that the Iower body
does not interfere with lower

of the block such as bosses and hubs of
bores.

The cutter head body is designed to clear most all
obstructions in U,S. passenger car and truck engines.
Note: Some V-6 blocks (GM 60 degree) have a bad interference
pro6l-em at the bottom of the bore, which wil-l require the use
of a special offset tool bit #100-29-1. This bit has to be
used with a 6" micrometer #900-2-5 and an offset micrometer
anvil #501-34-7.

A dampener weight 1s also provided in the cutter head to
improve performance of the boring spindle. This requires
little or no maintenance as long as liquids or contamination
do not enter the weight cavity. Should this occur, the
operator will experience chatter problems wj-th this head and
it will have to be disassembl-ed and cleaned. It is simply done
by removal of the three flat head screws. Carefully
disassemble, clean and reassemble,
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BLIND HOLE CUTTER HEAD (OPTIONAI) 600-20
This cutter head 1s attached and operates in the same manner
as a production cutter head except the centering fingers are
located above the cutter tool, requi-ring tool removal to
center each bore. An offset tool- bit is provided so that
extreme blind bores may be processed. A dampener weight is
also provided in the cutter head whlch requires the same
maintenance as a production cutter head.

STUB BORING BAR (OPTIONAL 1.875 (48nm) 502-9
5" to 4.L" (48mm

to 104nm) diameter x B" (203mm) depth, may be quickly attached
to the F4EB borlng machine. At aL1 times the work should be
located in the machine so the end of the stub boring head is
no further than 1" from the beginning of the work when the
spindle is in the upper limit of travel.
Unlike the production cutter head, centering fingers are
located above the cutting tool, requiring tool removal to
center each bore.

Two sets of centering fingers are provided, the smaller has a
1.875'r to 3.5" bore diameter range and the larger a 2.312" to
4.L" diameter bore range.

If centering finqers require dressing after a period of use,
apply the same lappi-ng procedure noted on page 36. The
micrometer may also be periodically calibrated as noted on
page 37.

An offset tool bit is al-so provided in order to bore to the
extreme bottom of blind holes.
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IMPORTANT GENERAL INFORMATION

FOR THE BEST USE OF

THE MODEL 1.875 STUB BORING TOOLING

CAUTION: Inner SpindJ-e Adjustment (see page 44) must be
correct for precision use of stub boring heads.

Since the extended Stub Boring Head design has considerable
over hang with a small shaft diameter, the cutting tool "B'r
]and must be kept very narrow, ( .005" to .015" ) ( .L27mm to
.38lmn) wide. This will ensure best results with no chatter
the bottom of the bore.

dL

The small head will also be inclined to deflect with
increasingly heavy cuts. You may expect, with properly
sharpened tools, that after a .040" (1.016mni) (on diameter)
cut, a second pass of the tool will remove close to .001"
(.0254mm) material on the diameter. A second pass following a
lesser first cut will remove less meta1.

The .040" (1.016mm) cut will also leave a light draql back mark
in the cylinder that can in turn be eliminated by the second
pass.

The drag back mark is generally eliminated in any event by the
finish honing. It may also be eliminated by repositioning the
boring spindle away from the tool position on the return
stroke.

You can use the second pass performance (second pass must be
made without re-centering) to provide a most precise bore.

In general size variations in a typical cycle bore will
approximate .0007" (.01778mm). A second pass will reduce these
variations to generally less than half and provide a fj-ne
finish. This finish will require very little stock removal
with a hone in order to cross hatch for an excellent ring
seating condition.

The boring head assembly as noted in stub bar illustration, is
eguipped with a dampening weight, part #502-9-6A. This
requires little or no maintenance as long as liquids or
contamination do not enter the weight cavity. Should this
occur' the operator will experience chatter problems with this
head and it will have to be disassenbled and cleaned.

Performance of the stub boring bar is also closely related to
the proper lubrication and adjustment of the machine inner
spindle bearing. Check the inner spindle adjustment two to
three times a year to make sure clearance is correct.
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It is very important that after inserting tool
holder into the stub boring cutter head and pushing
it firmly back to it's indexing point, that you
remove aI1 finger pressure from the tool holder and
the tool bit, before locking it with itfs locking
set screw. Thls is especially important when using
the offset blind hole tool bit. Failure to fol-Iow
the above instructlon will result in sLze variati-on.

1.5 (SHORT) STUB BORING BAR (OPTIONAI) 600-8-8A
o 4.I"

diameter (38 to 104mm) x 3" depth (76mm), attaches and
operates the same as the 502-9 cutter head. It is designed
especj-ally to be used with the production ful-l width single
cut VW head facing too1. It can also be used for general
purpose boring where a rigid stub boring head is required.

If you already have a 60A-2 or a 502-9 stub cutter head, you
may use it's tooling for this head.
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OPERATTNG INSTRUCTTONS

We recommend, particularly for operators
boringr bar, to practice on a junk block
acquainted with a1l controls and details
use of the machine.

BORING AUTOMOBILE A}ID SMALL TRUCK BLOCKS
LOADING IN-LTNE CYLTNDER BLOCKS

outh 6 cylinder block in the
machine on top of the 5" parallel fixture, and apply weight to
the top of the block at each end to determine there is no burr
or dirt under the pan rails that will resul-t in the block not
being clamped properly to all four points of the pan rails.
(You will- note it is necessary to properly deburr and clean
pan raiJ-s at support points, ds opposed to cleaning the top of
the cylinder block for a portable bar. ) You will find that
some blocks wilI rock on parallel fixture and should be
shimmed at proper front support to eliminate rock.

Place the block into the machine, so that the holes are in a
position to approximately locate boring spindle in the middle
of it's 7-3/4" in and out travel, when centered.

You will note that it is possibJ-e to put engines in this
machine in such a way that the spindle unit may be forced to
the limits of either it's in or out travel and not enable it
to be centering properly.

Swing clamp arms out so that the toe of the shoe will contact
the center of the ends of the cylinder bIock.

Lock clamp handles firmly and lower the toe firmly on the
block with the cam handle straiqht up. Lock ball handles
firmly and lower cam handle to clamp block. If the block is
exceptionally long, such as straight I's, operate the two cam
handles simultaneously so that lockingr the first handle does
not tend to rock the opposite side of the block up.

You will note that the parallel fixture is designed with an
'rI,'r shape. The purpose of this is to extend the back port.ion
of the I'L" outboard to prevent cylinder blocks from rocki-ng
when first clamp is applied.

CAUTION: The standard production-type cutter head with
centerinq fingers below the tool bit must be
checked for interference with main bearing
bosses or other protrusions on engines other
than typical American passenger car and truck
engines. FAEB machines may have other cutter
heads substituted to avoid this difficulty.

unfami]iar with
in order to become
connected with the
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MICROMETEB.
neEermlne tire cylinder bore size you wish to cut. and place a
tool bit into the tool holder and use the micrometer to set to
size. Choose a tool holder that will allow minimum tool bit
overhang, for the size you wish to bore. We recommend a
maximum tool bit overhang of 5/8" outsiCe of tool holder-
Before settingr, make sure the tool bit is properly sharpened.
(See tool sharpening instrucLions) '
NOTE: This micrometer is .050 to a revolution rather than

.A25 as on a conventional micrometer.

Your boring bar micrometer, as with any other measuring tool'
should be used delicately and with care, to be assured of
great and continued accuracy. Particular attention should be
paiC to inserting the holder in the micrometer without
allowing the sprj-ng loaded tool bit to snap against the
micrometer anvi l. Cautlon should be used to liqhtly lock the
tool bit. Then turn the micrometer spindle away from reading
and firmly lock the tool bit. Then re-check the micrometer
reading.

BORING
Insert the
firntly back
screw with
tool box.

tool holder into the boring bar spindle and push
to the index point. Lightly lock the tool lock

t.he pJ-astic handled hex driver provided in your

Make sure spindle clutch is out {lever in up position} and the
spind.le is placed near the center of the hole but slightly to
the rear. Operate fast-down to travel the cutter down to
within L/8" of the cut. If you should travel the cutter into
the bore, operate return lever to properly reposition too1,
STOP motor.

CENTERING WITH CENTERING FINGERS
(float Position) turn

centering knob clock-wise to extend cenLering fingers - Make
sure they will extend and contact the cylinder waII. Continue
to hold a firm rotary pressure on the centering knob and move
clamp selector to the right (clamp position. ) When moving
clamp selector switch, a slight pause is required in the
straight up or neutral position, to assure good centering.
This pause- will allow the float air to dissipate and the
spindle to settle evenly before the clamp cylinders engage.

Do not pul-l knob toward-you guring centering. This is
@ Cause of centering error.

NOTE:
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Turn centering Knob counter-clockwise to return fingers to
"JN'r position. Engage spindle clutch, start motor and engage
feed lever. If you wish to check the bore size, allow the
machine to bore a sufficient depth above the ring travel.
Disengage feed, disengaging spindle clutch, t.urn the centering
knob counter-clockwise until the j-nner spj-ndle contacts the
spring detent, which will index the cutting tool toward the
front of the machine, 1ift. feed lever to rapid return position
and a1low the machine to return to its fu1l up position.

TURN OFF MOTOR
ffieter, adjust if necessary and re-i-nsert tool
then rapid travel down to job again; then engage spindle
clutch and feed. Do not unclamp during this checking
operation.

When cutter has completed boring operatj-on, set stop rod to
stop feed. The stop should be set promptly after machine
finishes cutting as the inverted style of cutter head does not
have a large amount of end clearance above main bearing bosses
on some engine models.

After feed has stopped, lift spindle clutch lever, turn lower
spindle knob, (600-L8-2) clock-wise until detent is contacted
then engage rapid return to return the spindle to the top.

NOTB: ff a cut of .005 or lessr ori diameter is to be taken,
the following centering procedure is required - move
float clamp switch to its neutral position, then center
spindle by using a dial indicator attached to the cutter
head. Then turn the clamp selector to the right (clamp
positlon) .
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AIR V6IVB COMBINATION FIXTURE

502-L-12

Handle block and fixture with substantial care and
guidance. A block hoist is requlrEd. la]shandling of
the heavy enelne blbck and fixture could result in
the Cropping of a heavy piece and possible personal
injury. BE CARETUL.

NOTE:

The ModeL 502-L-'72 V6/V8 cylinder block air fixture is a fast'
simple and universal system to properly and accurately hold
most 60 deqiree and 90 degree V type enqrine blocks for cylinder
boring.

The bl-ock is most effectivety handled wlth the main bearing
caps in place and at least the outboard caps torqued. Care
must be taken to assure the side contact edqe of the .locator
bar is above the cap split surface. A pair of 3/8" and L/2"
Spacers are provided for blocks with largre main bearing bores'
to enable the locator to locate above the main bearing split
Iine.

V BLOCKS
lETocEs with main bearing center lines no more than L/2"
higher than the pan rail plane) are mounted with the 502-3-88
V block frame in place. Select 90 degree option placement of
frame to suit block lenqth, or main bearing caps will
interfere with. frame.

Y BLOCKS
GloEls-with main bearing 2-3/8" to 3-L/2" higher than the pan
rail plane) are mounted directly on the fixture. Some Y-blocks
(eu 6b degree) have too narrow pan raj-ls and some have too low
main bearing location, which will require the use of the 502-
l-15C precision L-L/4 x 3 parallel set, to raise and or
support the block. Use the shoulder screws from the V-block
frame and hook the parallels over the back of the V-fixture.

The 502-L-21C wear pads are used for most automotive blocks.
The 502-1--ZLC wear pads must be removed to accommodate large
blocks includ.lng the Ford Super Duty Truck Series, the
caterpillar 32OB and the International v AaL, 446, 549, and
550 series.

CAUTION: Extreme care must be taken by operator whenever
---EaIdlinq large blocks. Large blocks may cause fixture to tip

when floated too far outward. We reconmend leaving hoist
attached when moving these blocks.

F4 main base only, 2-L/2" (502-L-21C)
be bolted on Lop of the 4" wear Pads
f i-xture.

wear paCs must
when using this
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The fixture may be easily repositioned on the machine wear
pads (without a bl-ock in place) to shift from the 60 degree
support surface to the 90 degrree support surface or vice
versa. Trip lower toggle switch on control tower to switch
from 60 degree to 90 degree.

A]R V6IVB COMBINATION FIXTURE

CAUTION: Largre blocks requiringr removal of wear pads, Iift
directly from the block bank surface, DO NOT USE the
502- l--95 block handler assembly on these blocks.

The normal operation procedure on smaller V blocks is to first
attach the block handler assembly on to the block naking sure
the cam lifters are COMPLETELY engaged and that the lift hook
is approximately centEEE-fFTlock lengthwise. Place the
502-1"-82F locator bar asserably through the main bearings and
hoist the block into the fixture, using the locator bar handle
upright to help guide the locator bar into place. Pulling the
block towards you, with the locator bar against the guides'
wilt prevent jamming in the slot of the guldes duringr loading
and unloading operation. After locator is engaged J-n guides -
pivot block outwards as you lower it.

Make sure the block is firmly seated in place and not restingr
on pan-rail burrs or other interference points, accurate
seating can also be a problem with extremely warped, distorted
blocks r or can be caused by failure to remove a main bearing
insert. Locator has a rel-ief for blocks with small maln
bearing or seal. Use upper switch on control tower to activate
locator bar clamp fingers.

Depress the valve button 1n the tube tower and push back into
bore position. There is a guide block (502-L-45c/502-1-105)
attached to the bottom of the fixture to aid in guiding the
fixture along the support ways. Lack of air float support will
indicate you are moving off the center of the support ways.
Operate the block clamp arms, bore, and pull fixture back to
the load position while depressing the valve button. Lift the
block out with the block handler, turn the block 180 degrees
and rel-oad to duplicate the operation on the other bank. Use
upper switch on control tower to release locator bar clamp
fingers.

For safety, the air float will also cease when the fixture is
at j-t's outer limit of travel, when on the 502-L-2IC wear
pads.

Use tift hook 502-1-l-03 to lift V6/Vg fixture from mai-n base.
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BORING LARGE TR,UCK BLOCK
nas the capacity to bore truck engines

such as the in-line Mack and the in-line GMC series 7L. It is
necessary when boring these larqre blocks to remove the wear
pads (502-L-2lC) and place the bl-ock directly on the main base
(502-8'28) . The blocks are then bored according to the
instructions.

CHAMFERING
tr speEGI-tool is available
elther inserting in the head
placlng in a mi-crometer and
bore size. Chamfering can be
and releasing when adequate
use of the hand feed.

for chamfering. Tool may be set by
and approximately setting or

set approximately .100 over the
done either by using slow feed

chamfer has been developed or by

Chamfering may also be simply done most effectively when an
optional model CH-3 abrasi-ve tool driven by a drill motor.
This method will noL require boring bar and develops a smooth
burr f ree entry for ringrs.

50 I -6lA
MAN]DRIL 8 HIAD

50 r -64C
ABRAS I VE

CONE S

(MtNtt\,luM

i

\
L]: \cH-j

CHAMFTR I NG

TOOL ASS,Y
5O i -64

(oPT I ONAL )

ORDER
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COUNTERBORING
eounEerEorTng
engine blocks,
maintained in
installation.
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will often be required in re-sleeving large
and frequently a close tolerance must be

order to properly secure the sleeve

NOTE: Use hand feed.

UPPER A}ID LOWER DECK REPAIR OF DIESEL CYLINDER BLOCKS
Most dj-esel blocks use the cylinder head to clamp the lip of
the wet sleeve against the counterbore and at the same time,
location of the sleeve is determined by the upper and lower
fir.

This requires a good deal of caution to determine that:

1. Counterbore is parallel to the top deck.

2. Counter bore is exactly square wlth the concentric upper
and lower deck bore fit diameters.

Counterboring may be best accomplished by the use of an
optional 1" travel dial indicator assembly, 503-14A

OU TiR SPINDLE

IUJ-14-;l
INDICATOR f,uJ- | +- l

FIOLDERONLY

5A3-14-2
PIN
300-40
SPRING

50J-1 4-48
JIG FOOT

qn?_1,iA
JVJ I TA

DEPTH DIAL INDICATOR
(cprroNAL)
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Counterboringr conr t
To counterbore to a close tolerance depth, carefully hand feed
the RF type cutter bit down until the cutter is slight.ly
touching the block surface; Adjust the dial readi-nqr to "zero"
and hand feed cut down to within .003" to .007" of desired
depth. Check the exact depth of counterbore at this point with
your depth micrometer and hand feed the remaining depth
required by reading the proper number of graduations on the
indicator.

The dial depth indicator clamp is manufactured with spring
pins so it will compensate for the weight of the spindle and
allow very accurate depth control. It may be clamped into any
positlon within the machine's spindle travel.

NOTE: l/4 turn of the right hand clamp screw is sufficient
tight.ening force. This will allow the collar to slip on
the column, (after pins retract into collar) ' if the
collar is inadvertently Ieft in wrong position during
normal- cycle boring operation.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF OPTIONAL
MECHANICAL DIAL RI.IN.OUT INDICATOR (#502- 9-9A)

502 -9-9ts
tsUSH I NG -

502- 3-9 tr
i ND i CAiOR ONLY_

5C2-9-9 D

GOOSINICK SIIAI]K

trn - n 1-)vL-a-aa
BODY CLAIVP

The #502-9-9A mechanical dial run-out indicator may be used
for checking and if necessary for correcting the centering or
bore concentricity. It may also be used for checking face
squareness of the work piece to the boring spindle.

The principle use in checkingr centeringi will be for engines
requiring an absolute minimum oversize, particularly when
irreqular wear and score areas can be found.

To use the indlcator, simply place the gooseneck shank in the
split bushing'provided and insert the appropriate size tool
holder. The indicator may be used on any style of cutter head.

Center the spindJ-e by normal use of the centering fingers.

Turn fl-oat clamp switch to neutral- or straight positlon.

Now raj-se the spindle out of the bore and insert the
i-ndicator. Make sure the indicator lever is set properly so
the dial will travel- in the right direction.

Lower the spindle and adjust the indicator mount wlth either
gooseneck, or tool holder lock screw so the probe makes
contact.
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fnstructions for Use of Optiona] Mechanical DlaI
Run-out Indicator con't
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Turn the spindle, and the indicator now wilt read the total
run-out. This will be exactly double the distance is out of
center.

To clean up a bore, it will be necessary to set the tool about
the amount of this run-out in additi-on to the basic bore size
measure. If you bump the spindle unit lightly with your hand
you wiII find you can easily reduce the readingr to near "zero"
for minimum stock removal.

Similarly if the bore is substantially out of round or has
scored wear grooves, you may move the spindle so that you get
two maximum equal dial readings at the opposed largre portlon
of the out of round.

Achieving this you will find the bore will clean up on a
slightly larger diameter than you measure at the maximum out
of round area.

Turn swltch to clamp when you have the proper dial reacilng,
remove the indicator, proceed with the boring as usual.

If you wi-sh to check the squareness of the bore face, reset
the dial indicator lever for the proper travel direction and
adjust the spindle and indicator to contact the surface above
the bore. Rot.ate the spindle to check out of sguare.

Remember, Lf you wish to correct out of square with shims
under the work piece, you will have to use a shim
proportionately larger (as the support points are to the
inCicator travel extreme) than the out of square readlng.
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Remote Runout Indicating System 502-12-74

An optional remote indication air probe and gauge system is also available to check bore and

face runout.

The stationary indicator allows easier reading and can be used in lower bore extremities where

the mechanical dial indicator cannot be seen. The air probe can be used in a considerably

smaller bore size relative to the spindle diameter.

aA\/fD

fut-|-41L
AIR GAGE

)vz- t -a L
AIR CA!:l
SUPPL';' r-1OSi

502-i 1-40
BODY CLAMP

503-3JA
MOUNTINC
BRACK ET

502-r1-41A
AIR FILTER

MAGNETIC
HOLDING
BLOCK ASS'Y

AIR GACE RUNOUT
INDICATTR ASS'Y

trno 1a f^JUL-tZ-rA

I

r 502-11-424
] arn losr
i 5/32 A.D.
j

I

i
i

I

r SPTNDLE

\__
fi"'-t'

[_-=

FLUNJET
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OPTIONAL DIESEL 'VI BLOCK FIXTURE ASSEMBLY
OPERAT ING INSTRUCTIONS

MOUNTING OF FIXTURE_
fficket head capscrews into the three tapped
holes i-n lower front of the main base. Leave a 1" gap behind
the head of the cap screws. Place the center support (#502-l-1-
51) over the heacis of these three screws, slide the support
down until it engages all three cap screws: tighten all three
cap screws.

Attach the yoke adjusting bracket (#502-11-55) by placing its
dowel pins into the 3/4" diameter holes in the main base. Lock
one of the adjustingi screws with its lock nut on one of the
yokes. Place all three locator bars (#502-11- 56) into the 'Vs'
of the yoke. Attach the center adjustinq bracket in the center
of one of the banks of the block, using two head mountingl
screw holes.

Lift the block onto the fixture so that the block mains are
restinq on the locator bars, and the adjusting screw of the
center adjusting bracket is restinq on the center support.

Locate and actuate the block clamps. Use max. clamp force on
sleeve culs only.

BLOCK AL]GNMENT
ffith head held sleeves must be aligned so that
the cylinder counter bores are parallel to the head mounting
surfale. CylinCer bores must also be hetd perpendicular to
this same surface within close limits.

Check the block top surface first with a dial indicator or air
gauqe probe mounted on the cutter head. Travel the spindle the
tengttr of the block to determine that the parallelism is as
close to .0005 as possible.

If the block is noL parallel, YoU can raise or lower the end
of the block by turning one of the yoke adjustlng screws. The
other one should be locked. Locator bars may be deflected up
to .003" with the clamps on working position. You may have to
loosen the block clamps to make this adjustment. Lock the
adjusting screw with its lock nut after adjusting.

Rotate the cutter head. to check the flatness front to back. If
not within .0005 desirable limits, raise or lower front' of the
block by turning the center adjusting screw. Lock with its
lock nut after adjusting.

NOTE: With atI adjusting screws locked and block clamp
1ffiteO, recheck your readi-ngs. Remember some top of block
surfacing processes create a wave like condltion along the
block and. will be higher at sections between cylinders and at
ends of block. Dial indicator readings should be taken at
those poi-nts and not at bore area.
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OPTIONAL
opuRar rNd rt'isTFucr r oNSron ou

eLo
To utilize the F4EB spindle for off base boring you must
the block, you are going to work on, close enough to the
boring machj-ne baser So that the wiringr air harness will
be twisted or stretched when boring bar is in use.

Page 3 1

place

not

CLAMPING
EffiholddownassembIybyfirstse1ectingtheproper
length stud required. Screw stud into both the aCjusting tube
anC the clevis. tock stud to clevis with lock nut. In general
the short 5-3/4" stud will accommodate a main bearing to top
of block height of 6-L/2" to 1l--1/2". These studs increase in
Ienqth of 3" increments.

CAUTION: Make sure that the adiusting tube and the sLud are
threaCed in at least L/2".

Place subplate on the block next to the hole you are going to
bore. Lower hold down assembly through subplate and block.

Insert main bearing bar through the main bearing bores of
block and through ilevis. Insert sufficiently far so that the
bar rests on the main bearing bores on both sides of clevis.

Rotate adjusting tube finger tight.

CAUTION: Turn off safety toqgle switch at. rear of spindle
unit, before moving sPi-ndle.

Attach lift eye to top of feed screw. Remove cover to spindle
clamp arms on rear of belt case. Remove cotter Pin, nut, and
washlr from stud of roller key assenrlcly. Carefully lift
spind.le unj-t off of stud and place over adjusting tube and
subplate.

NoTE: Do not twist or stretch wiring harness.

Place bolt with
into adjusting

Center subplate
bore.

washer through spindle clamp arm and thread
tube (finger tiqht).

and spindle over the hole you are golng to

Insert rod (502-9-59) into adjustinq tube. Tighten adjusting
tube.

NOTE: Subplate must be clamPed to block
down assembly.

Turn on safety toggte switch of spindle
switch to f l-oat - Move spindle unit back

with no plaY in hold

unit. Turn clamP
and forth on subPlate
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and adjust bolt so that it does not bind with the clamp arm of
the spindle.

NOTE: Bolt should aIlow for free movement of spindle unit on
subplate, but because of the limited movement of spindle
clamp arm, and the necessity of having sufficient clamp
pressurer rro clearance above t/32" can be allowed
between the bolt and the arm.

CAUTION; Remove lifting eye before turnj-ng on spindle unitr so
that the eye does not get entangled in the hook.

Check to see if spindle is in center of hole you wish to bore
and has free movement in all directions for center (check
dowel- pin on subplate for clearance).

Turn clamp switch to clamp and run spindle down for centering.

Proceed with standard centering and boring procedure.
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Adapter F4EB
502-8-60

Block Mountj-ng
Opt5-onal

Page 33

502-9-538
SUB PLATE

SPINDLE BASE
CLAMP ARM

200-58C
4-1/2 80LT

DOWEL PINS 1
(4 REO'D) 

\
SPINDLE BASET \

\A:/\

>-

2-9-56
ADJUS]ING
TUBE

02-9-59
ROD

502-9-54
CLEMS

MAIN BEARING

BAR

502-3-13A
LIFNNG
E\€ NUT

502-3-138
SHOULDER
SCREW

502-9-55

502-9-558
<nt-o-(qn
502-9-55D
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DEPTHS OF CUT

Proper cutting speeds are arranged so that the high speed
ranqe will rapidly take cuts up to .040" on diameter - up to
4" diameters.

Cuts that are taken over this size should be run on low
spindle speed to prevent excessive tool wear. Heavier cuts up
to .200" on diameter may be taken on low speed.

STUB BORING BAR
ffio .150 on the diameter can be made with the
stub boring bar using the low spindle speed.

TOOL BIT SHARPENING

CAUTION: EYE PROTECTION MUST BE WORN WHEN SHARPENING TOOL

The performance of your boring bar and the guality of work it
will do, is almost entirely dependent on the care of the
cutting tool. It is the most frequent cause of size and finish
problems in boring.

To sharpen the carbide bit, insert the tool holder in the
sharpeninq jig s1ot. Place the jig over the pin provided on
the S,]4 sharpening unit and sharpen bits on the small diamond
wheel provided on the motor shaft. Always make sure you
sharpen the tool on the side of the diamond wheel that is
runningr toward the top face of the bit. Sharpening Lhe wrong
side can readily chip the point. When sharpening, use very
light pressure, moving the tool back and forth across the
diamond wheel, to i-mprove cutting and prevent grooving of the
diamond wheel. After sharpening a number of times, dress
excess steel away from the carbide with a grinding wheel.

If a considerable amount of production is anti-cipated with
your F4EB machiner w€ would recommend locating a silicon
carbide or green grit tlpe of abrasive grinding wheel on a
closely located bench, so operator may conveniently dress
steel away from the carbide and grind away unused portions of
the carbide lands to allow faster diamond wheel- touch up. This
will also be convenient in the event a small fracture occurs
in the carbide and will reduce wear on the diamond wheel. The
top surface will crater .010 to .01-5 back of the tip wj-th
considerable boring, so the tip should be occasionally dressed
back .020 to .025.

CAUTION: See page 34 for tool sharpening requirement.

Diamond wheel- is designed for carbide only and is not intended
for rapid stock removal. Steel tends to load it. A tool bit
used for aluminum boring should never alternately be used for
cast iron or steel. Iron weld on top of the bit will cause a
rouqh finish on aluminum work.
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Tool Sharpening Requirements

In the accompanying illustration; letters A, B, D correspond to the letters indicated on your

sharpening fixture, in other words, when your jig is set in the "A" position" it will sharpen the

"A" land as shown in the illustration.

The most critical point of this sharpening is the width of the *B" land (as indicated by the

diagonal line shading). This width should be maintained at about .015 to .025. This width is

treld by cutting back the "D" land as required. The "B" land must be reduced to "005 to .015

on all stub boring heads and long bore operations-

In the event your bar chatters or bores a rough finish at the bottom of the cylinder, it is very

probable the "B" iand is too wide.

The "A" land is not critical to width but should be maintained in good condition to obtain free

cutting, particularly on heavy cuts.

The top surface of the bit is finely finished at the factory and requires no further resurfacing'

This also means no honing or in any way attempting to break off the chip that sometimes

seems to be apparent. The practice of doing these things wilt inevitably result in poor surlace

finish and impair the accuracy of the machine.

The frequency of sharpening the bit will vary depending on the type of iron being bored.

To produce the best rezult at the extreme length capacity, use an RF facing tool, 501-59d

and do not sharpen ar ".N' land. This tool bit is particularly useful for heavy stock removal on

long bores.

\_\
-U
B

THI TOOL L4USI BI SHARPINID CN

CCRRECT SiDt OF DIAMOND WHEIL
S0 TiiAT -iit WHiir- lS TURN rNG
I NTO TOP FACT OF' TOOL
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CAUTION: Do not attempt to dress or sharpen the t.op of the
tool bit. Grind or dress the front and sides only.

CARE OF THE DIAMOND WHEEL

If the diamond wheel is handled with care it will provide many
years of service.

An abrasive stone is furnished with your diamonC wheel for use
in honing the face of the wheel. You should use thj-s stone
frequently to remove the particles that tend to load this
wheel, otherwise you will not produce the keen edge on the
tool that allows the machine to bore accurate holes with a
fine surface finish.

TOOL LIFE

With tools sharpened to a precision edge, it should be
possible to bore approximately 20 oversize cylinders on hiqh
speed.

This applies to most American passenger car bores under 4u
provided no hard spots or foreign materials are in the
cylinders. The same number of sleevinqr cuts can be made on .Iow
speed, wlthout further sharpening. Provided the tool has an
original keen edge.

Three grades of carbide tool bits are available:
RB Tool Bit: A tough grade of carbide for heavy and

interrupted cuts and general boring.

R1 Tool- Bit: A harder carbide with better wear
characteristics, to be used for normal boring
with improved tool life. Suggested for production
re-boring.

R4 Square Insert: A coated carbide insert for light oversize
cuts only at 500 ft. per mln or higher.

CENTERING FTNGERS

C}TA}IGING OR INSTAI],ATION OF CENTERING FINGERS

CAUTION: Motor must be turned off and splndle clutch l-ever
must be in the up detent position during any
centering finger operation.

Centering fingers can be taken out by sirnply rotating the
centering knob clock-wise until fingers can be removed. When
they are replaced or reset in the cutter head, they should be
replaced in the respective numbered slots and the centerlng
knob first rotated clock-wise and then counter crock-wise to
insure that fingers enter pinion teeth simultaneously.
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CENTBR ACCURACY CHECK
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Centering fingers should be kept adequately accurate to center
the new bore within .002" of the center of the worn hole.
Centering fingers can be lapped periodically to obtain near
perfect centering.

Periodically check the centering fingers by boring a hole and
then withoul unclamping the spindle unit, extend the centerj-ng
fingers against the- wall, checking to see that each finger tip
wiff lock a .001" shim. If the fingers will not do this they
should be lapped by rotating them back and forth in this test
bore while holding the fingers agrainst the wall. If thls does
not quickly bring contact and pressure to all the fingers. it
will be necessary to dress carefully the high finger or
fingers with a file and repeat the lapping process.
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MICROMETER

Your boring micrometer, as with any other measuring tool,
shoul-d be used delicately and with care to be assured of the
greatest accuracy. Partlcular attention should be paid to
inserting the tool in the micrometer without allowing tool bit
to snap into micrometer anvil. Care should be used in the
method of lightly locking the tool- bit before tighteningr.

After a period of use you will note that the tool bit tip will
force a depression i-n the mj-crometer anvi-I. This, of course,
will result in the inconsistent sizes, particularly after
resharpeningr the bit. Periodically we would recommend turning
the anvil slightly and flnally end for end so that a flat
surface is exposed to the tool bit tip.

CALTBRATING MICROMETER

1. Bore a hole.
2. Remove tool holder and bit and place in mlcrometer.
3. Adjust micrometer so that it reads the same si-ze as

hole you have bored. Small variations may be made by
turninq the mj-crometer with spanner wrench provided.
changes should be made by moving the anvil-.

ANVI L LOCK

SCREW

LOCK SCREW

M I CROMETER
TOOL

HOLDER
SP I NDLE

M I CROMETER

SLEEVE

the

Larger

M I CROMETER

HEAD

M I CROMETER

ANVI L

TOOL HOLDER

\I/RENCH

PLACI TIP OF TOOL BIT
AGA I NST THE ANV I L ASS,Y,
AND LOOSTN THE LOCK

SCREW, SLOWLY ALLOI,Vl NG

THE TOOL HOLDER TO

MOVE BACK MAKING

CONTACT WI TH THt
MICROMETER SPINDLE.SPANNER \,IRENCH

TOOL BIT



PROCEDURE FOR CALIBRATING MICROMETER

USE THE BORING MACHINE
TO BORE A HOLE IN A
SCRAP BLOCK.
WTHOUT CHANGING ANY
SIZE SETflNG REMOVE
TOOL HOLOER.

MEASURE THE HOLE
THAT YOU BORED.

LOOSEN ANVIL
LOCK SCREW.

SET MICROMETER
TO lHE DIAMETER OF
THE HOLI YOU MEASURED

6.
PLACE THE TOOL

HOLDER, YOU USED,
IN THE MICROMETER

FRAME.

7.
GEN]LY SLIDE

ANVIL TO TOUCH
CUTING CHIP. AND

LIGHTLY T]GHTEN
LOCK SCREW.

BACK OFF
MICROMETER.

RECHECK SIZE.
ADJUST IF
NECESSARY.

rq
+\
rn
Ed
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IMPORTANT

MAINTENANCE

LUBRICATION

F STYLE

rlz
X The F style Upper Housing unit should be repacked with mixture

of 4 parts qrease to 1 part oil. For grease use Union OiI -
{JNOBA F1 or F2 1ube, Mobil oil - Mobilith A.W. Grades 1 or 2,
Chevron Duroiith EP1 or EP2r or any equi-valent Lithlum Barium
Grease. For oil use Union Oil - 315 Klondyke, Union OiI
turbine oil 68, or any SAE 10 (non-detergent) motor oil.
Repack approximately every 25,000 boring cycles. When this
grease is changed, the Upper Housing Lid shculd be removed and
the oriqinai- lubricant entirely removed.

1\ The Upper Housj-ng Spindle Drive Gear Bearing should be
l-ubricated MONTHLY, by adding a few drops of three and one
oi-l, or Union Oil - Union -15, or a very light spindle or
sewing machine oil (Iess than S.A.E. 5) to the bearing. Add by
removing the small cover on the front of the Upper Housing and
add lubricant to take up nut area between the clucching teeth.

The lower gear box oi1 level should be checked MONTHLY. Check
by removing'7/8" diameter snap ptug and pipe pfug on the right
side of the spindle base, oil level should be just up to the
bottom of this hole (see illustration) .

CAUTION: When adding o11

Change thls gear lubricant
Union SAE 90 Multipurpose
90 gear lubricant.

for refj-1ling,

every 40r 000
gear lubricant

DO NOT OVER FILL.

boring cycles. Use
or any equivalent SAE

If your F style machine is operated on a continuous basj-s,
qrease fittings at the top of the Spindle Unit and at the
bottom of Feed Screw Drive, should be lightly lubricated
daily, or less often if the machine is not used continuously.
Lubrlcate with {.INOBA F1 or EZ lubricant, Lubriplate #9930AAA,
Mobil oil - Mobilith A.W. Grades 1 or 2t Chevron Durolith EP1
or EP2r et any equivalent Lithiun Barium Grease.

Two or three drops of Unj-on OiI 315 Turbine Oil, or Union
Oil 315 Klondyke Oil r or any SAE 10 Oil (nondetergent Motor
Oil) can be added weekly to the hol-e 1n the key way in the
Main Spindle to insure fluidity of Main Spindle Bearing
lubricant. Note: If all the oil is removed from the Spindle,
add approximately 1 pint of the same SAE 10 oil, througrh the
hole in the key way.
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''::
Lubrication, F.' Style con't
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- /--
J Main Spindte surface should be cl-eaned with Kerosene weekly

and occasionally a liqht weight oil applied to prevent
excessive drlmess.

Grease fitting located on the clamp arm caln body should be
lubricated monthly.

[!l Disassemble hand. feed assembly and lubricate bronze bushing
and bevel gear shaft with UNOBA F1 or E2 lubricant, Lubriplate
#930 AAA, Mobil Oil - Mobilith A.w. Grades 1 or 2, Chevron
Durolith EPI- or EP2r or any equivalent Lithiun Barj-um Grease.
This should be done once every 6 months.
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D I SASSEMBLE
HAND FEED ASS'Y
AND GREASE ONCE

EACH 6 MONTHS

ACCESS HOLE
OI L LEVEL
CHECK
(sAE eo otL)

l7 clEnN wrrH
KEROSENE
LIGHT OIL

GREASE FITTiNGS(LEFr S I Dr)

I nccess Hole
FOR FEED SCREW
DR I VE GREASE
F I TTI NG, MUST
BE GREASED DA I LY
TO PREVENT CEASE-UP

SP I NDLE
UP NUT

O saE ro orL

ACCESS HOLES
FOR HAND FEED
BRACKET SCREWS

GREASE
CLAMP

LUBRICATION
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ADJUSTMENT OF OUTER SPTNDLE

Main spinCle bearings are tapered split cast iron rinqrs held
in seat by the adjustment nuL. Tensj-on on the bearings is
normally adequate requiring no adjustment for many boring
cycles.

The upper bearing is preloaCed in place by a Be.l-leville spring
washer, below the adjustment nut. Thj-s adjustment should be
checked after the shipment of the machine, since shock to the
machine during shipment may result j-n some set of the spring.

CAUTION: Caution should be used in adjusling these bearings in
oiEeT-Eo avoid a too tight spindle which only serves to wear
out the machine and make control operation difficult. If it
should be necessary to adjust, see next page.

OUTER SP I NDLE

NUT (2 REQ'D)

BELLEVI LE SPRING
WASHER INSTALL
AS SHOU,N

UPPER OUTER

SP I NDLE BUSH I NG

OUTER SP I NDLE
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VTTAL OUTER SPTNDLE A-DJUSTMENT

Run spindle down approx.
4" to 6" loosen the
#B-32 screw e loosen all
outer spindle nuts
(503-18 & 502-35-55)

2. Tighten the I ower
bushlngr (502-35-54)
tightening the oute
spindle nut marked
until 10 to l- 5 lbs .

effort is required
operate the hand fe
handle. Lightly tig
#8-32 set screw.

Repeat this sequence (2)
on the upper bushing, by
tightening the outer_
spindle nuc rnarked. @ ,
take care that the hand
feed operates only
slightly tighter or 15
to 2A l-bs. of ef fort is
requlred to operate feed
handle.

Traverse the bar at all
points of travel and
make sure the hand feed
works easily. Spindles
are ground slightly
tapered to secure max.
rigidity at lower llmits
of travel.

Splndle adjustment may
also be checkeC by hand
feeding the spindle down
and pulling the slack
out of feed mechanism by
pulling down the upper
gear housingr. Pressure
required at tightest
point is indj-cated in
chart below.

STYL E
MACH.

PRESSURE

REQU I RED

F -48 B 60 - 80 LBS

by
r
u/
of

L^LU
ed
hten
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OUTER SP I NDLL.

NUT

FiLT WI PER

tstAR I NG

RETA I NER

OUTER SP I NDLE
NUT

LOAD

SPR I NG

TER

SP I NDLE

BUSH I NG

OUTER

SP I NDLE

A

5.

#8-32
SET
SCREW

SP I NDLE

BASE

OUTER

SP I NDLE

BUSH I NG

BRG. CARR I ER

SP I NDLE

SQUARE R I NG

(sPR r NG)

ELT O I LER

SQUARE R I NG

(wlPER)

WIPER RETAINER
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Vital Outer Spindle Adjustment con't

In order to recheck the friction on the spindle i-t
necessary to crank down again to create backlash.

OUIER
SP I NDLT
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1S

6. Avoid excessive tension on upper outer spindle nut 2
otherwise tool bit dragback marks will appear in bore.

7. Excessj-ve tightening of the outer spindle nuts will cause
strain on feed gears and cause spindle to have an audible,
excess resistance.

ADJUSTMENT OT INNER SPINDLE
th anti-friction bearings at the

top and bottom of the inner spindle.

It is very important to properly adjust the preload of these
bearings. The wronq adjustment can reduce bearing life or
destroy the bearings.

The bearings are correctly adjusted when a down force of 50 to
100 Ibs. on the inner spindle will move the inner spindle
.A002 to .0007 out of the outer spindle' SEE ILLUSTRATION

ADJUSTMENT
1. Remove two screws and small cover on the front side of the

upper housing
2. Remove the stop screw restricting the up travel of the

spindle clutch fever and move the lever to full up position
(See detail J) . Rotate the spindle approximately L/? turn
away from the detent spring. Position the tool holder slot
to the rear.

3. fnsert a pin (diameter .180 or less) in one of the holes
provided in the O.D. of the take up nut. (See Inner Spindle
Nut). HoId the spindle knob with one hand and turn the take
up nut to the left (clockwise). You wil] note the nut
ratchets in notches as you take up. Take up until nut
tightens up and. back up 3/4 to 7-I/2 notches. Check for the
.0002 to .0007 movement as stated before.

CAUTION: Be sure the detent is in a notch, not midway between
the notches.

4. Replace the cover. Readjust the spindle clutch control stop
screw.

CUT TLR_HTAD

, 
DOWN

I OO LBS
FORCE

D IAL
I ND I CATOR

iIOLDER
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DETENT
HOLE

DETENT
HOLE E

CLUTCH
SLEEVE
PIN

SP I NDI F STOP DETENT ADJUSTMENT
THE PERPOSE OF THE DETENT IS TO STOP THE SPINDLE FROM

TURNING WITH THE TOOL BIT FACING THE I'IACHINE OPERATOR.

t/t6'
TO

| /E'

502-2- r 9T CLUTCH
SLEEVEPLUNGER

502-2- r 95
PIN
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CLUTCH
SLEEVE

CARR I ER

502-2- r 9E
JAI4 NUT

502-2- r 9P
CAP

----:\J\J:

502-2- r 9D

SPR I NG

UPPER HOUS I NC
PLUNGER DETENT ASS 

,Y
502-2- I 9J

TO SET PLUNGER DETENT I N POST I ON

(4)
(s)
(6)

REIVIOVE PLUNGER DEfENT
RAISE CLUTCH LEVER TO UPPER DETENT POSITION.
INSPECT CLUTCH PIN THRU DETENT HOLE TO BE
suRE TOP OF P r N r S ABOVE CENTER OF HOLE (SEE
A80vE V rEw) . REPLACE P rN rF rT lS BELO|/ q
SCREW IN PLUNCER DETENT UNTIL IT TOUCHES PIN.
TURN PLUNGER 3,/4 TO I TURN BEYoND TOUCH poStTtON.
T IGHTEN JA},I NUT AGA INST GEARBOX.

t.2oo/t
REF. TO

HE I GHT

CLUTCH

. t90
PIN

FROM

TEETH

(r)
(2)
(r)
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IJPPER HOUSING BACK FEED ADJUSTMENT

TO ADJUST THB FEED SCREW PI,AY IN THE UPPER I{OUSTNG:

First loosen and back off approximately L/L6" the three round
head screws around the feed screw, in the upper housing. Then
loosen the three adjusting screw lock nuts, then adjusting
screws.

Alternating between each screw, turn the adjusting screws,
evenly in, until you have compressed the spring washer, (al1
screws must be turned in the same amount).

NOTE: A light touch is required in adjusting this bearing
clearance. Spring should be flat, but no pressure above
that which is required to fLatten spring, shoufd be

Turn adjust.ing screw back I/3 turn to allow for runningl
clearance. Hold adjustingr screw with an allen wrench and lock
them with lock nut.

Run motor with lower gear box engagred, so that the feed screw
is turning, to center bearing retainer. Turn off motor,
tighten evenly the three upper round head screws.

SPINDLE CLUTCH CONTROL LEVER ADJUSTMENT

To re-adjust the spindle control lever, first loosen
screw lock nut, then the stop screw.

Raise the control lever to its neutral (up) position
pin engaged) ad.just the stop screw so that the lever
go any higher, lock with the lock nut.

the stop

(detent
will- not

STOP SCREW
r ./4-20 uNc x
374 LC.
(SP I NDLE CLUTCH
IEVER )

CARR I ER

SPR I NG

LEVER, I NDEX
PIN

ffi

SH I FTER

CLUTCH
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RAPID RETURN ADJUSTMENT
If the boring machi esitate to return
to the top of travel when shift lever is lifted and latched'
the followinq procedure may be used to adjust return traverse
clutches.

1. Run boring spindle down approximately 6u or more.
2. Loosen horizontal lockinq set screw at top and back of

upper housing. (See below)
3. Find neutral posit.ion of shifting lever by rotating feed

screw, white engaging fast down lever. Neutral position
musL have fast down lever fully engaged with fast down pin
at full depth in 500-1 clutch sfeeve glear.

4. Pin in spring carlridge assembly should just touch shift
lever, when shift lever is in neutral. Adjust by looseningr
lock nut and turning cartridge.

5. Adjust t.umbler shaft so that clutches do not chatter when
shift lever is in neutral. Clutches should start to ratchet
as the pin in the spring cartridge is raised approximately
I/32", when lifting the shj-fting lever. If clutches ratchet
after the pin is raised more than I/32" reset tumbler
lower, by turning vertical set screw inward, whlch will
result in a deeper engagiement of clutches, If clutches
ratchet in neutral or before pin is raised L/32r' reset
tumbler higher, by first backing off the vertical set screw
in the top of the housing, thren force the tumbler up wlth
the shift lever.

6. Tighten locki-nq set
that adjustment has
screw.

screw to relock shafl. Check to see
not been changed bY the locking' set

SPRING CARTRIDGE
PIN

ADJUST CARTRIDGT

LOCK NUT

PIN JUST TOUCHES
IN NEUTRAL POSITION

SHIF]ING LEVER

LOCKING
IN REAR
GEARBOX

SET SCREW
OF

ADJUSTING SET
SCREW

TUMBLER
ASSEMBLY

SHOWN IN

NEUTRAL POSITION

LATCH
POSITION

I
ADJUST

I
MUST HAVE 1/64 MrN GAP
WHEN HELD IN FEED OR

RETURN TRAVEL.
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Belt Replacement and Adjustment

Belt Removal and replacement

CAUTION: Disconnect all power before proceeding.

Open side cover by loosening knob and rotate side cover out of
the way. Unlock motor adjusting plate and pivot motor all the
way forward. Slip bell off one pulley, then off the other
pulIey, Reassembly is the reverse of the removal.

Check Belt Alignment

Rotate the pulleys and see if the belt runs parallel (within
L/32 ) to the top surface of the motor gear housing, or main
base upper deck. Adjust one of the pulleys j-f not correct by
loosening (2) set screws in the pu}ley.

NOTE: If case vibrates severely check belt alignment.

Belt Tension

The drive belt should have approximately L/4'of play when
tightened. If the belt is too tight it will create noise, if
too loose, the belt will slip.



502-35-J1 D

SHROUD

503- 41 -1 E
s/16-18uNC x 1/2"
SET SCREW
(4 REO'D)

SET PULLTY SO
RUNS PARALLEL
MOTOR HOUSING

THAT BELT 
REF'€42-OA29E.'

TO IOP OF
wrrHrN 1/32'.

502-35-78
KEY

MOTOR
ADJUSTING
PLATE

Frj
A
lnt!

DRIVE AND DRIVTN PULLEY
SET UP

1. I]GHTEN THE TOP HALF OF THE
PUIIFY UNIIL IT TOUCHES IHE
MIDDLE SECTION. TURN BACK UNTIL
A SET SCREW HOLE UNES UP, WTH
ONE OF THE FLATS, ON THE THREADS
LOCI]TE THE TWO SET SCREWS,
INSTALL AND IGHTEN

2. TIGHTEN 'I}IE BOTTOM HALF OF lHE
PULLEY UNTIL IT TOUCHES THE MIDDLE
SECTION. ruRN BACK APPROXIMA]ELY 5
TURNS. UNE UP A SET SCREW HOLE, WITH

lHE NEAREST FLAT, ON THE THREADS.
LOCTITE THE TWO SET SCREWS,
INSTALL AND T]GH]EN.

1

50J-41-rH
503-41 -3A
BfLT

DR I VEN PULLEY

3. TICHTEN THE TOP HALF OF THE PULLEY
UNTIL IT TOUCHES THE MIDDLE SECNON. TURN
BACK 5 TURNS. LINE UP A SET SCREW HOLE
VVITH THE NEAREST FLAT, ON THE THREADS.
LOCTITE THE TWO SET SCREWS, INSTALL
AND TIGHTEN.

4. TIGHTEN THE BOTTOM HALF OF THE PULLEY
UNTIL IT TOUCHES THE MIDDLE SECTION. TURN
BACK UNTIL A SET SCREW HOLE LINES UP
WTH ]HE NEAREST FLAT, ON THE THREADS.
LOCTITE THE TWO SET SCREWS. INSTALL
AND TIGHTEN.

503-4t-lH
DRIVE PULLEY

LOCTITE MOUNTING
SET SCREWS
2 PLCS (EACH
PULLEY SET)

SET MOTOR PULLEY
APPROXIMATELY
1-1/2" FROM END
OF SHAFT.

REAR COVER

SPINDLE BASE

CAUTION:
DISCONNECT ALL POWER
BEFORE MAKING ADJUSruENTS

FO

E)
0ao

DRIVE BELT ADJUSTMENT
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EXCESSIVE LOADS

CAUTION: Disconnect all electrical and
machine before attemptlng any

NCTE: If excessive loaCs are imposed on
the followlng occurs.
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air power to boring
repai-rs.

your boring machj-ne

THRUST OVERLOAD

If an excessive thrust load of approximately 3,000 pounds is
imposed on your F4EB machine spindle the threads of the nut
(500-41, Secti-on A-A, IIAND FEED) will shear. This l-oad coul-d
typically occur by either rapid traveling or feeding the
spindle into the top of the block. This accident could happen
with the spindle elther rotating or stationary.
The effect of this wi]l be for the motor to continue to run/
with no feed or down travel-. If the machine continues to run
in down travel, the drive spl-ine will be completely pulled out
of mesh and feed screw wi-ll not turn. A spare nut, 500-41, is
provided in the tool box, 1n the event an excessive load
occurs.

DISASSEMBLY NECESSARY FOR REPLACEMENT IS:
oving three round

head screws and three rubber grommets. Remove the two snap
plugs, in the spindle base, covering the access holes to
the hand feed bracket screws. Remove the two socket head
cap screws to the hand feed bracket (502-35-30). Remove the
two socket head cap screws in the cap (502-35-42), which
are closest to the cover (500-96-7C). Lift the hand feed
bracket, along wlth the cap attached, out of the way. Turn
out (counter clockwise) the bevel pinion (502-35-29J . Be
careful not to lose the two thrust washers (100-19),
beneath the bevel pinion. Remove the four countersunk
screws and the housing bearingr carrier (502-35-13).

2. Raise the assembly, hold in the rapid down lever
(502-21-LL), while hand rotating the feed screw counter
clockwise. This will raise the lower assembly out of the
spline. Remove the retaining ring (506-10), and press feed
sleeve assembly (5A2-35-I2), off bearing (500-74). Back out
set screw from bronze thrust nut (500-41) and screw off
nut. On reassemble, be sure to replace the retaining ring
wlth the bevel side up, and make sure you bolt the hand
feed bracket back in place without binding the gear action.
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MECHANICA], FAILURE DUE TO OVER'LOAD

Rotary deceleration loads which stall the motor will cause the
Lenze drive to trip. To restart, Press the E-stop button and
wait 2A seconds for it to reset, then turn the E-stop button
and let it PoP out to restart.

REMOVAL OF MOTOR ASSEMBLY

CAUTION: Disconnect all electrical and air power to boring
machine before attempting any repairs.

Loosen and remove clamp handle and rotate motor forward'
Remove drive belt. Remove locknut on motor adjusting plate
pivot. Lift motor and adjusting plate straight up out of hear
irouslng. Remove d.rive pulley by loosening (2) seL screws in
pulley. Adjusting plate can now be removed from motor by
?entovi.tg lal ffat head. screws from bottom of plate'

NOTE: To reassemble reverse the above description and read
carefully the section on belt installation and
adjustment.

DISASSEMBLY OF MOTOR GEAR HOUSING

NOTE: Motor and motor gear housing may be removed without
dj-sassembly of upper housing and feed screw.

1. REMOVAL OF HAND FEED HOUSING (Section A-A)
), bY removing it's six round

head screws and three rubber gronrmets.

Remove the two snap plugs in the spindle base, covering the
access holes to the hand feed bracket screws. Remove the
two socket head cap screws to the hand feed bracket
(502-35-30) . Remove the two socket head cap screws in the
cap (502-35-42), which are closest to t.he cover (500-96-7) .

Lift the hand feed bracket, alon.gr with the cap attached'
out of the waY.

Turn out (counter clockwise) the bevel pinion (502-35-29) .

Be careful not to lose the two thrust washers (100-19),
beneath the bevel Pinion.

Remove the four countersunk screws and the housing bearing
carrier (502-35-l-3) . Lift out feed screw/ or if upper
housing is still intact, hold in rapid down lever
(502-27-LL) and rotate feed screw (502-35-13) counter-
clockwise until feed screw is clear of motor qear housinq.
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Pisas_s_g$!-_ly of Motor Gear Housingr con't
2 - nuMover, or rnen slEnveWection A-A)
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Remove snap ring (506-10), and pEess sleeve assembly(502-35-L2) off bearing. Back out socket set screw from
bronze thrust nut and screw off nut. Bearing may now be
removed.

3. REMOVAL OF MOTOR GEAR HOUSING
Lnq, remove the six socket

head cap screws attaching the motor gear housi-ng to the
spindre base (three screws Located on left and three on the
right side of motor qrear housi*g) .

NOTE: In reassembly, motor qear housinqr aligrnment must be
checked after screw sleeve is in place before the
motor g:ear housing screws are permanently locked.
Use surface plate over feed screw and spindle to
establish side to side alignment. In-out alignment
must be within .003" and can only be Cone by
measuring.

4. REMOVAL OF DRIVEN PULLEY(Section B-8, Motor Gear Housing)
y removed, Ioosen (2) set screwi in

driven pul1ey. Slide driven puJ-1ey off pinion.

5. MOTOR GEAR HOUSING DISASSEMBLY (Section B-8, Motor Gear
Hou

To disassemble the motor gear housing, remove eight socket
head cap screws, and the screw plug located in the middle,
bottom of the lower gear box (502-35-8) . Remove the
retaining ring (6059) from the driven pulley pinion
(502-35-7A). Remove the retaininqr rlng 1502-70-16) and
thrust washer (502-35-9) from the feed screw drive qear
(502-35-4). Tap both qear and pinion light.ly with mallet
and the lower qear box will separate from the motor qear
housing.

Pinion shaft (502-35-5) with mj-carta gear (502-35-6A') may
be tapped out through the center hole in the bottom of the
lower gear box.

NOTE: If it should become necessary to remove the upper
bearings (500-60 or 502-35-14) from Lhe motor gear
housing. Be careful not to lose the preload
springs located under them, and reassemble with
the preload springs stacked in the same manner.
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DISASSEMBLY OF UPPER HOUSING

Remove cutter head, centerlnq rod and draw bar, Remove
centering housJ-ng by removinq its four screws. Remove
502-10-11 knob by removing its screw. Note: Ieft hand thread
Remove 600-LB-2 knob by releasing socket set screw. You may
then remove the draw tube. Unscrew the spindle clutch lever
stop pln. Raise the lever to the extreme top, which wiII allow
the removal of the countersunk screw, and lever assembly.
Remove capscrew to disassemble trip lever 500-35A. Remove 6
screws holding upper housi-nqr sections together and lift off
the upper Iid, 5A2-9-1,4C.

Shift lever, 500-38D, with spring may be removed alonq with
500-25 upper fast return qear with plunger and spring, spindle
clutch (and key) 500-3. Remove ball bearing (with take up
spring) 500-14, (be sure spring is reassembled properly),
sleeve gear, 500-1, feed nut, 500-2, and feed qear 502-10-12A
with its thrust washer.

Remove the snap ring 502-L0-16 from the two speed feed shafts,
upper feed drive gear 5A2-10-8A, thrust washer 50L-2L, lower
feed drive grear, 502-10-9A, then remove the retainer,
502-9-L5, bend lockwasher, now press the feed shaft and gear
5O2-I0-10, out of bearing, 500-74.

If the bar is in a vertical spindle positionr w€ suggest you
place somethingr under the spindle nose to prevent inner
spindle from falling out and then remove 500-5 spindle nut.
Nut can be started off through adjustinq access hole and then
hand turned. Now drive gear 503-6-1, may be worked off along
with 500-4, spacer, woodruff key and two Bell-eville washers
502-9-72A. fnner spindle may now be removed.
Press off tapered roller bearing 502-9-61. When reassembling
make sure cone and cup are solidly seated against their
shoulders.

NOTE: Do not hit or damaqe bearing case.

Press off ball bearing 5O2-9-72B out of outer spindle.

NOTE: Direction of thrust and reassenble the sane way.

Hex cap screws in upper housing should be removed and housing
may be drlven off spindle, Heat on housing will simplify
removaL of this sweat fit.

Lift off of feed screw.

Nut should be removed from 500-29 shaft and shaft pressed out
with gear.
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DISASSEMBLY OF UPPER HOUSING & SPINDLE REMOVA],
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CON' T

500-7 long gear with radial and thrust bearings may be removed
along with oil seal.

NOTE: On reassembly, thrust bearing has one race with a small
I.D. whicir is mounted 'rUP' in gear housing.

Extreme care should be taken when removing long gear out of
seal or seal out of housing. Seal is fragile and garter springr
will come out easily. When reassembling, open seal as long
qear is pushed in to prevent garter spring from snappingr out.

COMMON CAUSES OF TROUBLE

(POOR FINTSH, INACCURATE HOLES, EXCESSIVE TOOL
BIT T{EAT, EXCESSIVE TOOL DRAG LINES, ETC. )

The great majority of these problems are a result of tool bit
sharpening. Check to make sure tool bit 'rBrr land is of proper
wi-dth, with keen sharp faces and that the top of the bit 1s
free from flaws, with orlginal rake angle and smooth flnish.
Frequently, a mi-nute flaw, not visible to the naked eye, will
prevent a fine finish.

It is possible dirt or lubricant used to clean outer spindle
may enter lower cutter, and the assembly containing a chatter
dampening device. (502-2-43) . The result of this would be to
encounter spindle chatter at. bottom of bore, particularly on
long bores.

Clean the insj-de of this assembly extremely cautiously and
thoroughly, leaving completely dry. Tolerances on these parts
are extremely close and much care should be used.

Holes with i-nconsistent patterns and excessive chipping of
tool bits in interrupted cuts at bottom of bore are an
indication of a loose inner spi-ndle bearing.

A loose outer spindle bearing will not qeneralJ-y result in
taper or inaccurate bores, but can allow spindle to drop slack
in feed nut, resulting in a mark in the cylinder.



A<1

?-?7-?tA (SHORT)
STOP ROD

?-?7-?tB (LUNG)
STOP RCID

50?-?7-?r (0FFSET oLD
STYLE)
STOP ROD

L{-' P

50e-3-4eA
SAFETY
BRACKET

DETAIL-D'

DfTAIL-F

50e-8-lD
RH. VEAR PAD
502-8-1C
LH. VEAR PAD

I

t-rt
o\
t

502-r-elc
VEAR PAI)
(2 REO'D)

502-8-2r
MAIN BASE

50e-t-102A
BUMPfR

F_ 33.s' ______*1
F_48 B BORING MACHINI



1192 FAN

71928 GUARD

7192C CORD

7192A BRACKETS
2 RTQ'D

507-6- 4A
REDUCING WASHER

(2 REQ'D)

502-36-42D
LENZE 8106

71878
DISCONNECT SWTCH

REFF,|€B1 -082994

514-7- r- 4
TERMINAL BLOCK

51 4-7 -7 48
COVER

502- 36- 42A
CHOKE

65541
WRING DUCT

6554M
COVER

502-11-10F
TERMINAL STRIP
(GROUND)

6763H
WRING DUCT

676JJ
COVER

502-J8-1 2A
ENCLOSURE

502-1 1 -1 2
CONNECTOR

3/4" STRATGHT
INCOMING POWER
LINE AND STRAIN_
RELIEF SUPPLIED
BY CUSTOMER

502-11-11A
3/4" CONDUIT

AIR SUPPLY
TO V_FIXTURE

INCOMING
AIR

502-11-218
FILTER

I
(rt
-I
I

6472
SOCKET
711+
RELAY

502-1 1 -1 0L
FUSE HOLDER
6 POLE

502-37-53A
FUSE MDA 2OA
(z nro'o)
64561
FUSE MDL1A
(4 REQ'D)



502-27-1JC
VALVE (TOGGLE
STYLE SWTCH)

502- 35- 1 B
SPINDLE
BASE

502-1 1 -21
FILTER

MAIN AIR

TO SPINDLE
UNIT

I

Ur
@
I

AIR BEARING
EXHAUST _
FRONT

AIR BEARING
EXHAUST _
REAR

____J

502-5- I 6
NEEDLI VALVE

502-27 -11
AIR BEARING
REGULATOR
(r z-t s PSt)

F* 4CB PtIEUUnlC
CONTROI. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

502-2-11H
AIR CLAMP
CYL. ASS,Y
(2 REQ'D)
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502-t-79
AIR CYL INDER

,,V,, 
F IXTURE

PNEUMAT I C CONTROL
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

5 I 4-2-65
VALVE'502-t-79

AIR CYLINDER

502-27-t7
REGULAT

,,V,, 
F IXTURE

502- r -55
VALVE

(2 REO'D)

AIR BEARING
EXHAUST

AIR BEARING
EXHAUST

5t+-?-6?
FLOW

CONTROL
VALVE

(6 REa'D)

A I R SUPPLY
FROM BORING

MACH I NE



600-t7-tA
CENT ROD

600- r 9A
DRAW TUBE

502-9-70
I NNER SP I NDLE

502-9-698
OUTER SPINDLE

503- I 8
NUT, OUTER
SP I NDLE

*NUT

r 502-2-9A
KEY EXTENDED

+502-2-8
ROLLER

502-2-78
ROLLER KEY ASS,Y

I NCLUDES ALL PARTS
W I TH ASTER I SK (,r )

502-t-t6
WASHER

503- I 2
FELT WI PER 502-2-4

CLAMP ARM

sEE MOTOR GEAR RffF4Efrry
HSG. ILLUSTRATION

SEE PNEUMAT I C

I LLUSTRAT I ON

502-35-36
MOUNT PLATE
END CAP

502-35-49
FLANGE SLEEVE

s03-30
LOAD SPR I NG

503-t r B
BEAR I NG, OUT

SP I NDLE

500-s7
KEY

SEE
PNEUMAT I C
I LLUSTRAT I ON

502-35- | C
SP I NDLE BASE

502-35-54
BUSH I NG, LOWER

OUT SP I NDLE

502-3s-48A
LOWER BRG.

CARR I ER

502-35-55
NUT, LOWER

OUT SP I NDLE

502-2-5A
CLAMP LEVER

502-2-6
CLEVIS PIN

*502-2-l O

STUD
502-2-r r G

U_CUP SIAL

502-2-t tH
A I R CLAMP
CYL. ASS,Y

502-2-26
3/8" ELBOW
CONNECTOR 90'

502-6-8
3/4" ELBOW
CONNECTOR 90'

t

o\O
I

*5Q2-?-7
ROLLER KEY

SEE NEXT
700-6-5

ROLLER P I N

502-8-2E
MA I N BASE

SECT I ON B_B
SP I NDLT BASE

F4EB

PAGE
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RETAIN]NG RI\G
BEVIL SIDt UP

500-9 6-7C
COVER

502-35-42
^AD

502-27-21 A
(8" LG.) sroP
ROD (SHORT)

5A2-27-2tB
( 1 4" LG, ) sroP
RoD (uoNc)

500-96-3C
SET SCREW

500-98
HANDLE
ASS 

,Y

SP I NDLE
BASE

500-94
BEVEL GEAR

502-35-56
FEED SCREW

5-502-35- I 3
/ Hous t ruc

/ anc, cARR r ER

r 00-r 9

502-J5-30
MOUNT I NG

BRACKET

THRUST
WASHER
(z REo'D)

506- i o
RETAJNING

R ING

500-7 4
BIAR I NG

#s04

-cc0-4 t

BRONZE
THRUST
NUT

02-35*t 2A
F EED
SLEEVE

502-J5D
MOTOR

GEAR HSG.

502-35-29
BEVEL PINION 502-35-4

FEtD SCREW

DRIVE GEARSECT I ON C_C
HAND FIED

F-4VB

ASS,Y



;
50r-l8A--

SFR I NG WASHER

-62

5A2-tZ-l
SH I fLD

06-1 3
RETAINING
RING

ROD

SECT I ON A_A
UPPER F]OUS ING

302-27-22
KNOB

502-8-32 -DR I VE GEAR
CENTER I NG

FEED SCREW

<nn- r 'l
BEAR I NG RETA I NER

500- I 4
SPR I NG

500- I I
EEAR I NG

500-2
FEED NUT

500- r

CLUTCH SLEEVE GEAR

500-2-4

6A0-t7-?
SPACER

600- r E- |

UPPER KNOB

500-388
SH I FT I NG LEVER

600- r 8-2
LOWER KNOB

502-9- r 4C
HOUS I NG

500-3
CLUTCH

500-3-
KEY

SEE PAGE 45
PLUNGER ASS,Y

50r-t9
COVER

500-5
ADJUST, NUT

503-6- |

DR I VE GEAR

500-66
HYPRO KEY

500-4
SP I NDLE SPACER

502-9-728
BALL BEAR I NG

SEE DETAIL X

502-9-70
I NNER SP I NDLE

600- r 9A
DRAW TUBE

KEY

WOCDRUFF
KEY NO. 6 I

LOCK I NG SCREW

300-37
TUMELER ASS'Y
300-39
PIN

500-29
SHAFT

<nn-? 1

SPR I NG

500-25
FAST RETURN GEAR

500-26
FAST RETURN GEAR
qnn- I <

THRUST WASHER

502-t0-r2A
FEED DR I VEN
GEAR ASS,Y

500-7
LONG GEAR

500- I I
BEAR I NG

500-20
THRUST BEAR I NG

J00-32
KEY

500-56
SEAL

500-96-8C
UPPER RETA I NER
FEED SCREW COVER600-r7-lA

CENTER I NG
500-96-7C
COVER

BEARING

RETAINING
RING

502-9-698
OUTER SP I NDLE

INNER SPINDLE
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502-35-56
FEED

SCREW

500-1 3
UPPER BEARING

RETAINER

500-1 4
BEARING TAKE_UP

SPRING

500-1 I
UPPER BEARING

500-2
FEED NUT

500-1
CLUTCH,

SLEIVE GEAR

500-1 5
THRUST WASHER

502-10-1 2A
GEAR ASS'Y

FEED DRIVEN

500-7
LONG GEAR

500-1 9
BEARING

500-20
THRUST

BEARING

502-1 0-1 I
LOCK WASHER

502-10-17
LOCK NUT

500-56
SEAL

502-8-6
RETAINING

\. SHIFTER KNOB
502-10-6
SHAFT, ACTUATOR

1 00-1 I
WASHER

Ent_t_o-(
PISTON SPACER

qn"_1n_7
KEY

502-1 0-1 6
RETAINING RING

501-21
THRUST WASHER

502-1 0-8A
UPPTP FEED DRIVE
GEAR

542-1 0- 9A
LOWER FEED
DRIVE GEAR

TWO_SPEED FIED
SICTION f_E

JUU-bb- I

SPRING, INDEX
PIN

502-1 0-1 0
FESD SHAFT &
GEAR

502-9-14C
UPPER HOUSING

500-7+
BEARING

502- 9-1 5
RETAINER

8_32, 3 REQ,D

502-2-1 9S
CARRIER

(nt_t-107
PLUNGER

PLUNGER DETENT ASS,Y

502-2-1 9E
JAM NUT

502-2-19P
CAP

502-2-1 9D
SPRING

PIN TYPT



r)

D

r

502-8-32
DRIVE GEAR

700-6-5
PIN, ROLLER KEY

2-8-31

-64-

MICARTA IDLER
GEAR

502- 8- 30
COVER, GEAR HOUSiNG

502-8-32
DRIVE GEAR

100-1 9
WASHER

502-8-J4
SHAFT

502-8-28
GEAR HOUSING
SUPPORT

502-8-29
GEAR HOUSING

SEE DETAIL_G
SPINDLE

CLUTCH CONTROL

SEE DETAIL-W
FEED LEVER

CTNTERING CONTROL
VIEW P*P



500-25
UPPER FAST
RETURN GEAR

500-26

ADJUST I NG SCREW

-65-

SECT I ON Z-Z

300-37
TUMBLER ASS,Y

300-39
PIN

500-33
SPR I NG

500-29
FAST RETURN

GEAR SHAFT
(wrrH ruur)

LOWER FAST
RETURN GEAR

500-40-2
SPR I NG
CARTR I DGE
PIN

500-40-4
RETAINING
R ING

500-40- |

SCREW BODY
SPR I NG CARTR I DGE

500-35-2
P I VOT SCREW

500-35- |

IORS I ON
SPR I NG

500-J5B
TR I P LEVER

50r-5
KNOB
(2 REO'D)

500-40
SPR I NG
CARTR I DGE
ASSEMBLY

500-40-3
COMPRESS I ON
SPR I NG FOR
CARTR I DGE

500-388
SH I FT LEVER

SHIFTING LEVER
COMPRESS I ON
SPR I NG

500-34A
LATCH SCREW500-34- I A

TR I P LEVER
scREw VNUT502-9- r 4C

UPPER HOUS I NG 500-34-2
NUT

DETAIL F

(FEED LEVER)



+
flI
I
a
d-

-66-

500-66- |

SPR I NG

502-35-60
L I FT LEVER

502-35-59
LEVER, I NDEX
PIN

503-7
SP I NDLE CLUTCH
ARM

DETAIL G

SP I NDLE CLUTCH CONTROL

STOP SCREW
I /+-20 UNC X
3'/4 Lc.
(SP I NDLE CLUTCH
IevEn )

500-3r-rD
CARR I ER

300-J5
SH I FTER KEY

,,'/.

502-8-53
LEVER ARM

500- |

CLUTCH

SLEEVE
GEAR

500-30-6
RETAINING
R ING SECT ION T-T

*
500-30-5
SPR I NG

LOCK I NG

SET SCREW

f

LOCKING PIN

l+r
500-30- |

BUSH I NG

* LEVER
00-30-3

PIN

5A2-27-t 0

502-27-9
P I VOT ARM+ 502-27-l I

RAPID DOWN LEVER 
' *or?ffi€r,y

ASS,Y
L>t



)

502-35-56
FEED SCREW

502-J5-1 3
HSG.,BRG
CARRIER

506-1 0
RET. RING

500-74
BRG. #504

#8-J2NC
SET SCREW

502- 35- 1 2A
FEED SLEEVE

500- 41

BRONZE
.THRUST NUT

502-J5-4
FTED SCREW
DRIVE GEAR

502-1 0-1 6
RET. RING

502-J5-9
THRUST WASHER

501-22-1
SEAL

501-22
BRONZE BUSHING

502-35H
MOTOR GEAR HSG.

501 -21
THRUST WASHER

r 500-96-7C
COVER

502-35-42
CAP

502-9-24C
MOTOR MOUNTING
PLATE

501-4
DRIVE

RfF&M

t-rH
PULLEY

502-35-31 D
SHROUD

503-41 -1 E

5/1 6- 1 sUNC
SET SCREW
(4 REo'D)

502-35-78
KEY

6059
RET. RING

502-9-72A
BELLVILLE
WASHER (2 REO'D)
502-35-1 4
BEARING #204
(2 REO'D''

502-35-7C
DRIVIN PULLEY
PrNtoN (2J T)

507-6-31
MOTOR
3 HP. 2O8/23OV,I 

PHASE
1725 RPM

lrr+'

SPACER
1/4" LG.
(4 PLcs)

50J-4t -3A
BELT

502-35-41 A
REAR COVER

I

o\{
I

502-35-8
TOWER GEAR
HSG.

50J-4r-rH
DR I VEN PULLEY

6007A
BELLEVILLE

WASHER (2 REQ'D)

'/,,,.,,,

SPINDLE BASE

SECTION B-B
MOTOR GEAR HOUSING

F4EB500-60
BRG. #203
(2 REO'D)

2-35-58
PINION SHAFT
& MICARTA GEAR.
ASS'Y (70 r)BASE
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o
II6
F
E
G

502-.11-43
3/8" STRATGHT
FITTING

503- 41 -1 H

DRIVE PULLEY

MF-43
1/2-13 UNC X
1-1/4 LG. SOCKET
HEAD CAP SCREW

502-9-27 A
LOCK SHOE

502-9-24C
ADJUSTING PLATE

3/8-16UNC
COUNTERSUNK
SCREWS (4 REQ'D)

MOTOR GEAR BOX

MF-1 87
s/1 6-1 8UNC
NYLOCK NUT

MF_67
5/16-18uNC x 1/4" LG.
sET SCREW (2 R[O'D)

502-9-8J
SHOULDER SCREW

502-9-2+D
BELLEVILLE WASHERS
(3 REQ'D) ARRANGE
AS SHOWN BELOW

MF-65
1 /4-20UNC
SET SCREW

X 1" LG.

MF-177
5/16 WASHER

(2 REQ'D)

MF-1 41

5/16-18UNC x 1-1 /2
HEX BOLT

502-9-25F
SIDE COVER

---MF-169
1/4-2ouNc NUT

MOTOR ADJUSTING ASS,Y
F4EB



502-35-J6
END CAP 502-27 -17

REGULATOR
(o-60 PSI)502-5-16

NEEDLE
VALVE

502-2-1 6GREEN
START BUTTON

s02-2-23
3/B CONDUIT

502*2-26
J/8 ELBOW

502-35-63
BUSHING

502-2-268
REDUCER

502-1 1-'11
3/4 CONDUIT

502-6-8 ,..-J/4 ELBOW -----

502- f,5- JJ
SIDE COVER

51 +-7-798
POTENTIOMETER

502-37-66
KNOB

71 90
POWER ON

LIGHT
71 90A

BEZEL NUT

I

o\\o
I

502-2-264
BUSHING

PNUEMATIC ILLUSTRATION

F4EB

AIR FLOAT

FLOW CONTROL

FORWARD LTFT &
RIGHT AIR FLOAT

FROM REGULATOR

502- 27 -13C
VALVE

502-27 -138
GUARD

(z Rro'o)

502- 2-1 6RED
STOP BUTTON

6389c
EMERGENCY STOP
BUTTON

REAR

FROM

VALVE
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600-3r-lB
ADAPTER

502-2-43
COUNTER WE I GHT

600-3 I -28
CUTTER HEAD

BODY

500-3 I -5
LOWER CENTER I NG
F I NGER RETA I NER

I

I

E
H

*TOOL HOLDERS

PART
NO.

LG, BORE
RANGE (DrA. )

502-25R 2. t25 2.875-3 .375
502-258 2,500 3, t?5-4. t25

502-254 2,875 3,875-5.000

502-25D 3.3t2 4, 875-6 , 000

502-258 J.750 5.625-6.625
502-Z5F 4.250 7 . tz5-8,125

5Ol-70 -LOCK SCREW \
TOOL HOLDER \.\

b
ITOOL HOLDER

502-25- |

TOOL BIT
LOCK I NG SCREW

TOOL BIT

200- | -6c
SPRTNG( t-7/t6"LG.)

200-l -60
SPRtNG(3/4'LG. )

PRODUCTTON CpTTER HEAD #2 ASS'Y
600-8-4G VTOOL ING
600-8-4H W/OUT TOOL ING

s02-8-2t
KEY

600-3 r -3
CUTTER HEAD
CAP

t00-rA
SPR I NG, LOCK
TOOL HOLDER

600-3 I -4
CENTER I NG
PINION

#10-24NC X t-3/+"LG.
SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW
(3 REO'D)

\--
\ cnurtox, vERtFY sTYLE oF

PRODUCT I ON CUTTER HEAD BY
MEASURING ITS OVERALL LENGTH.
rHE LENGTH OF TH I S STYLE
CUTTER HEAD SHOULD BE 4-15/16.

CENTERING FINGERS

200-2t -3B 2.875-+ .062
200-21-l 3. r 25-6.000

5,000-8. 250200-21-2

502-2-85
I NDEX SCREW
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NOTE:
USE WITH MICROMEIER
ASSEMBLY 9OO-2_5

501 -70

502-8-14
ADAPTER

502-E-21
KEY

502-2-85
INDEX SCREW

502-2-41
BODY

502-2-43
COUNTIR
WEIGHT

502-2-44
CENTERING
PINION

502-2-42
LOWER
RETAINER

PRODUCTION CUTTER HEAD
600-8-4

OLD STYLE

LOCK SCREW
TOOL HOLDER

542-25-1
TOOL BIT
LOCKING
SCREW

TOOL BIT

200-1 -6C
(1-7 /16)

200-1 -6D
(3/4)

SPRING, TOOL
BIT

502-2-+5
UPPER
RETAINER

g
g

g

TOOL HOLDERS

BORE
RANGE (Dio.)

502-25C 2.875-3.625
502-258 3.125-4.125
502-25A 3.875-4.875
5A2-25D 5.750-5.7s0

5.625-6.625
7.125-8.125

'-6

CENTERING FINGERS

2.875-4.500
3.125-6.000
5.000-8.250
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NOTE:
USE W H
ASSEMBLY

M I CROMETER
900-2- I I

502-9-6A
COUNTER
WE I GHT

502-9-5A
CENTER I NG
PINION

UPPER
F I NGER

502-9-ZB
CENTER I NG

RETA I NER

502-9-38
CUTTER HEAD

50 r -70A
SCREW, LOCK
TOOL HOLDER

t00-tc
SPR I NG, LOCK
TOOL HOLDER

(
TOOL BIT '

TOOL HOLDER
(DA STYLE)

502-9-4
CAP

STUB BAR
.875 DlA. x 8 STROKE

502-9
OPT I ONAL

CENTERING FINGERS

PART
N0,

LG. CENTER I NG
D IA.

20a-t 2 r .750 r , E75-3.500
200- I 0- | 2. 125 2.312-4, t2

K
TOOL HOLDERS

PART
NO,

LG. BORE
RANGE (OIN,

I 99-89 r .500 .875-2.625
r 99-90 r .750 2 .250-3 ,250
r 99-94 2.250 3.250-4,250

502-25- |

TOOL BIT
LOCKING SCREW

2OO-l-6c ( t-7/t6)
2oo-r-6D (3/4)
SPRING TOOL BIT

p
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NOTE:
USE WITH MICROMETER
ASS'Y #900-2-2

600-20-4A
SHANK

502-2-4+A
CENTER I NG

P IN ION

600-20-9
COUNIER WE I GHT

600-20-3
UPPER

CENTER I NG

F I NGER

RETA I NER

600-20-2
CUTTER
HEAD

600-20-5
CLAMP SHOE

600-20- |

CUTTER
HEAD

CAP

ro0-lA
TOOL LOCK

SPR I NG

g 9g*ffi,,
600-20

(oPr roML)

CENTERING FINGERS

PART

NO. LG,
CENTER I NG

DIA
600-20-6A J. O62 3.250 - 5. OOO

600-20-68 + .6?5 +.750 - 9.000

3.250 - 4,263600-20-7A
+.250 - 5.3t2

8.750 - 9.875

502-25-l
TOOL BIT
LOCK I NG

TOOL BIT

TOOL HOLDER
OA STYLE FOR
HEAVY OUTY
CUTTER HEAD

50 r -70
LOCK SCREW

TOOL HOLDER

200-l-6c ( t-7/t6)
200-l -60 (3/4)
SPR ING TOOL B I T
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I

I

NOTE

USE WITH MICROMETER
ASS'Y # 900-2-l I

502-?-19
BALL PIN

502-?5-l
LOCK SCREW

TOOL HOLDER

502-8-21
KEY

600-8-7
BOOY

600-7-2
LOI,VER BODY

600-8-6
CENTER I NG

PINION

600-6-2
CUTTER HEAD

r00-rB
TOOL LOCK

SPR I NG

600-5
CAP

STUB BAR

.5 T0 4. r DtA,
X 3,, STROKE

600-8-8A
(opr r onel )

(oPT r oNAL)
CENTERING FINGERS

PART

NO,
LG.

CENTER I NG

D IA.

200-26-l L 375 I .500 - 2.625
2A0-26-2 2. t25 2.625 - 4.t25
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NOTE :

USE WITH MICRCMETER
ASS'Y #900-2-9 502-8-2t

KEY

502-9-6A
COUNTERWE I GHT

502-t 3-2
CUTTER HEAD

502-2-85
I NDEX SCREW

2- r 3-J
CUTTER HEAD

BODY

502- I J-5
CENTERING PINON

502-t 3-4
LCI//ER CENTER ING

F I NGER RETA I NER

TOOL BIT

PRODUCT I ON STUB

BAR ASS,Y
502- I 3

2,?3 ro 4. 1 D IA
x 6 LG, (oPT I ONAL

TOOL HOLDER

PART
N0.

LG.
BORE

RANGF TD I A. )
502-?5H r .6s6 12.250 - 3,000
so2-251 1.84412.375 - 3,375
502-?5J Z.O94t?,875 - J.875
50?-25K ?.469 i3.625 - 4.625

50?-25-l
IOOL HOLDER

LOCK SCRTW

sa2-?5-l
TOOL BIT
LOCK I NG

SCREW

200- | -6c
200- I -60
SPR I NG

TOOL BIT

(t-7/t6)
(3/4)

a

CENTERING FINGER9

PART
NO.

LG.
CENTER I NG

D IA.
200-lz r .750 t.875 - 3.500
200- I 0- | 2. t25 2.3t2 - 4.t25
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s02-30-2c
MI C ANVI L

(2- t /4)

50 r -34-2K
M I CROMETER
SLEEVE

MICROMETER
SPINDLE

MICROMETER
SPINDLE

50 r -34-7
OFFSET
BLCCK

50 I -34-2
M I CROMETER

HEAD
M I CROMETER ASS,Y

900-2- I 5
6.0 - 8.0

PRODUCT I ON CUTIER

50 I -J4-7
OFFSET

BLOCK

HEAD

s02-30-28
MIC ANVIL
(3-t /2)

@

50 I -34-24
M I CROMETER

SLEEVE

50 I -43
SPANNER
WRENCH

MICROMETER ASS,Y
900-2-5

2.9 - 6,0
PRODUCTION CUTTER HEAD

TOOL
HOLDER

@
\l)t

I.-l
\J

t_(FA-STYLE )
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502-30-2c
ANV I L ASS 

,Y 
3,,

t00-r3D
MICROMETER SLEEVE

r 00- I 3-5
FRAME

502-J0-28
MIC ANVIL
(3-t /2)

r00-lJ
M I CROMETER

HEAD
50 r -J4-7
OFFSET
BLOCK

900-2-l I

M I CROMETER

502-30-2F
ANVI L ASS,Y
(2-t /4)

50 I -J4-5
FRAME

50 I -34-5
FRAME

502-30-2C
MIC ANVIL
(3-t /2)50 r -34-2K

M I CROMETER

SLEEVE50 I -34-2
M I CROMETER

onn-r_ r ?W
MICROMETER ASS,Y

6.0-9.2
3.25 BL I ND HOLE

CUTTER HEAD

50 r -34-7
OFFSET
BLOCK

502-30-28
MIC ANVIL
(3-t /2)

HEAD

50 r -34-2
M I CROMETER

50 I -J4-7
OFFSET
BLOCK

M I CROMETER

SP I NDLE

50 r -34-2A
M I CROMETER

SLEEVE

900-2-2
MI CROMETER ASS,Y

2. 9-6 ,0
3,25 BL I ND HOLE

CUTTER HEAD
502-J0-2G
ANV I L ASS,Y
(3-t /2)

OPT I ONAL

M I CROMETERS

HEAD



502- t -28
HANDLE

BALL

502-l-27
HANDLE

ARM

*CLAMP HANDLE ASS'Y
502- | -43

502-r-r0A
STUDs02- | -261

CAM BODY
LEFT

502- | -26R
CAM BODY

RIGHT

502-r-10
HANDL

502- I -29
COLLA

soz-t-22L
CLAMP ARM

LEF T

502-t-22R
CLAMP ARM

RIGHT

*502- | -42
CLAMP

HANDLE

502- | -25A
EYE BOLT

L

502-t-t6
WASHER*502-l-41

SHAFT

500-33
SPR I NG

DOWEL PIN
3/8 x t/2

I

rl

l{
ioo
rl

502- | -23A
CLAMP LEG

t2-t/2'LoNc

NOTI
I LH. &

MACH I NE .

I RH. PER

RH. SHOWN.

502-t-24
CLAMP

SHOE

BLOCK HOLD DOWN CLAMP

_VI_EW- N,l_M

502-l-30 ASS'Y

502- | -258
LOCK NUI



50 I -68-22A
POST & ARM

ASS'Y

50t-68-tA
MOTOR

50 I -68-2A
ADAPTER, SHARPIN I NG

F I XTURE

50 I -68-JA
ADAPTER, D I AMOND

WHEEL

50t-68-t4A
WASHER

50 I -68-8
ROTTLER
TOOL

HOLDER
F I XTURE

50r-68-t4
ADJUSI I NG

SCREW

54t8A
OPT. ROTTLER

TOOL HOLDER

F I XTURE FOR

F_8 TOOL I NG

502-3-20
D I AMOND

WHEEL

502-3-208
GRINDING
WHEEL

I
*J
\o
I

502-3-20A
DRESS I NG

STICK

SJ4 SHARPENING UNIT
50 r -66E (w r rHour
TOOL F r XTURE)

SJ4B SHARPEN I NG UN I T

50I-668 WITH ROTTLER
TOOL HOLDER FIXTURE
50 I -68-8

SJ4A SHARPEN I NG UN I T

50I-66D WITH ALL ANGLE

TOOL HOLDER FIXTURE
50 I -68-7

50 I -68-20A
BOLT

50t-68-t4
ADJUST I NG

SCREW

50 r -68-7
ALL ANGLE TOOL

HOLDER F I XTURE
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V6llA Fixture Assernbly With Air Float

oo

,

o
G

h€

502- 1 -95
BLOCK HANOLER
ASSEMBLY

502-1 -82R
2-7/8'DtA.
LOCATOR BAR

e\t
\AL50

SPACER 3/8',
(2 REO',D)

SP(,
2-1-84A
ACER 1 /2'
REO'D)

soz-i -gee l'-

AIR HOSE i

ASS,Y
502-1 -98
AIR HOSE
502-1-97
CLAMP
502-1 -96
INSERTiiii.,ie _l

7145c
HOLDDOWN
BCLT
1 /2-13 x

502-3-37
SHOULDER SCREW
(2 REa'D)

502-1-720
BODY ASSEMBLY

7209v
HOLDOOWil BAR
(PART Of 7219
RtsER sET)

.o1o' sHtM STocK
(2 REO',D)

lilTs wITH * ARE REQUIREO
FOR SURFACING MACHINE

pnnrs wlrA ARE REeutRED
FOR BORING MACHINE

502-1-15C
PARALLEL
1-1/a' x J'
(r enrn)



REFFIXTUR6 f,- 052895

* 502-1 -73M
L.H. BAR
POSITIONER

7223
KNOB ASS,Y

* soz-r -4sH
BODY

-43
t /z-tJUNc x 1-1 / 4"
s.H.c.s.
(4 REQ'D)

t"r-rou

tA1
FE
'r 

OOil>vi'
E
X
tsrt
d
EUo
o.

o
a,
(D

ct

51 4- 3- 59
HANDLE

502- 1 - 54A
NAME PLATE1/4" DlA. x

LONG DOWEL
(4 REQ'D)

1-1/4"
PIN

502-1 -7 4P
CLAMP FINGER
(2 REQ'D)

71 56
CLAMP CYL.
(z Rre'o)

502-.t-74Q
DRIVE PIN
(z nro'o)
504-29-36
SCREW LOCK
(2 REQ'D)

71478
1/2" DlA. x

4" LG DOWEL
PtN (2 REQ'D)

t.or-''-731
R.H. BAR
POSITIONER

7209J
1/2" COLLAR
(B RE0'D)

7147 A
1/2" DlA. \,

3-1 /2 LG. DOWEL

PtN (2 R[Q'D)

502-11-175
ELBOW FITTING
(4 REO'D)
502-11-171
MALE PIPE FITTING
(+ nEo'o)

I

co

I

s02-1 -52C
CONTROL TOWER

502-1 -56
PUSH BUTTON
51 4-2-65
VALVI

502-1 -53A
COVER

502* 1 - 5s
SELECTOR
VALVE
(2 REQ'D)

502-1 -54
COVER

502_1_45U BODY ASSEMBLY
INCLUDES ALL PARTS
MARKED *



51 4- 2- 65
VALVE

7l 56
AIR CYLINDER

RErFlXruR6{-l 22091

502-1-105
GTJIDE

502- 1 - 55
VALVE
(2 REQ'D)

E<
De o\
,f<
<3if

rn
9[ f,'
Nd

idilFsa
T'o
(D

(t

,V, 
FIXTURE

AIR BEARING
EXHAUST

AIR BEARING
EXHAUST

AIR BEARING
EXHAUST

AIR BEARING
EXHAUST

71 56
AIR CYLINDER

502-27-18
REGULATOR

PNEUMATIC CONTBOL
CIRCIJIT DIAGRAM

7t 56
AIR CYLINDER

502- il -JsA
FLOW CONTROL
VALVE (6 REQ'D) I

@
N)
I

502- 1l -'t 7X
BULKHEAD

FITTING

AIR SUPPLY
FROM BORING
MACHINE

502-1 l -JsA
FLOW CONTROL
VALVE
(6 REQ'D)51 4-2-65

VALVE

502- l - 5l
COVER

100-42-8
PrN (2 REa'D)

502- 1 - 55
VALVE
(2 REQ'D)



REFzUBI 7-O5l S9l

502-3-1 0D
CLAMP HANDLE
(2 REQ'D)

MF-1 6s
I /2- 1 JUNC

502-1 -86
SOCKET HEAD
CAP SCREW
3,' LONG
MF*1 66
58-11UNC NUT

502-J-1 3
LIFT EYE

qw
E5t.l
i?F
HF

ET

0.
oil

@
(A
o
E
ct502- 3- 7A

STIFFENERso2- l -80
LIFT CHANNEL

502- J- 1 7
WASHER
(2 REO'D)

I

&
(J)

I

502-1 -75
HOOK
(2 REQ'D)

502-1 -76A
CAM PIVOT
PrN (LONG)

502-1 -86A
SOCKET HEAD
CAP SCREW
4" LONG
MF- 1 66
5/8-11UNC NUT

STANDARD ON AIR V6/V8 FIXTURE (s02-1-728)
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502-1 -1 48
5'PARALLEL
FIXTURE
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@sunreces ro BE
PARALLEL WTHIN .03

502-26- 1 5D
BRACKET

500-96-3C
SET SCREW

502-28-15E
SHAFT

502-28-1 58
PANE

502-28-15F
ATTACHMENT
BLOCK

CHIP SHIELD
ASSEMBLY #502-28-r 5C

SET SCREW
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500-98
HAND FEED

HANDLE ASS'Y

502-t2-2
SPANNER
WRENCH

too-24
rooL

PULLER

500-4 I

LOCK NUT
FEED SCRIW

50 t -72
7 /32"HEx

DR I VER
(oPT I ONAL

50 t -7zA(;ft?) HEx
DR I VER

502-t -t 2A
JACK I NG SCREW
(4 REQUTRED)

502-t -t 2F
JAM NUT

(4 REQUtRED)

502-t-t 2
LEVET I NG

PAD

(4 REQUTRED)

5A?-27-328
FNM E/t0

50t_Jt_l
TOOL BIT
R 8 (t")

..G

4,_,,_,
rOOL BIT

R 8 ( t-3/8")

\=
-2\=
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PART NUMBERS

I 00-29

DESCR] PT I ON

OFFSET TOOL BIT
(for boring bl ind cyl lnder holes)

.oFFSET TOOL B IT
(for boring GM 60' V6)

OFFSET TOOL BIT
(for boring blind cylinder holes)

C.e. Sieel Cuti inc Tool Bll
w/chip curler to breok up chips
while boring

RF Foc i ng & Coun t erbor i ng Too I Bi I
f or f ocing ond counterborlng of
cyl inder block, for cutting off
s I eeve,

R!- Corb ide Too I

( for h i gh speed
(reconmended for
cuts)

Rl Corbide Tool

B i t, I ong l-3/4"
finlshing)
non-inieruple{

B I l, med I um, I -3/8'

&l Corbide Tool Blt, short l"

8€ Corb i de Too I B i t, I ong l-3/4'
(for generol purpose & hecvy cuts,
cost iron) (reconmended for
interupted cuts)

8€ Corbide Tool Bit, medium l-3/8"

,00

:81

50 r -28

50 r -30

50r-Jt

50 I -29A

<n I --ln-,

50 I -30- |

50t-3t-2
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PART NUMBERS

50r-31-l

501-5lA

50 r -32-3

50 r -J2- |

50 t -3?-2

50 r -32-4

50 r -338

U

DESCRIPTION

RB Corb i de Too I Blt, short l"

C,C,B. Cunmins Counter Boring
Tool Bl t, for counterboring of
cunmins diesel cylinder block'

-QJZ Grooving Tool Bit

!!g Grooving Tool Bli

;frZ Groovlng Tool Bit

*ll!, Groov ing Too I B i i

l5' Cunmins Chomf er Tool Blt
(chomfer ing cunmi ns blocks)

J0' Chamfer Too I Bi I
(for generol purpose chomfering
cost i ron)

RS ( I 2' Roke) Long Rough i ng
Cut

$!--Vego ( l2' Roke)

\

50 I -330

50 I -33- |

<n r _?a-,



89

Indexabie Cartridge Tool Holders:

Square Cartridge
Tool Holder
Negative Rake

Triangle Cartridge
Tool Holder
Positive Rake

e
-,-r- -i

'/ '\-+-i).{.-- I/-'/ i,g' I,4 -il.r? ,1 .,
ILroc-ez-5 (-r,'s" LoNG)

usE cfr qss'i +sr 1-29-::- & r7r(

1 OLr-82- 5A (3 / 4" Lor.lG)
uSE Ol.l ASS'/ J511-29- -- TllR! l7R

LEr''lGTn

i- lLlO- i2-24, 
Sf T SCRL //

\
t'a 

\t.L .TOOL 
HOTDER

OVIRALL

' rlSfP-: P+ 1501 -:9-a-
;r_D( -;Stl :tPiRA,r*'

UNC X

SCRE vV
I

tz
- 

6598f
\ +-+;

\"

R

R

TNSERT: Rl
iNSERT: Rj
PTIRCHASE]

AD-USTING P]N

100-82-5A (3/4" LONG)
100-82-5 (i,/8"LONG)
usf oN ASS'Y #511-29-23N

I
I

TOOL HOLDER LENGTH
OVERALL

rq1 1-ra-2n 1 /AL

#511-?9-20A 1 /32
SE P ARATILY

Tool Holder
assty

Part No.

Tool llolder
Length

Bore
Range

) t-29- 7J I 95" 2.90 - 3.t2
) t-29- TK 2.15" 3.r2 - 3.52

J 1-29- TL 2.35" 3.52 - 3,92

t-29- TM 2 55" 3 92 - 1.32

) I-29- 7N 2.75" +.32 - 1.72

) l,-29- TP 2.95" 1.72 - 5.12

f l-29- 70 3.15" 5.12 - 5.52

) L-29- 7R 3.98" 6.77- 7.17

Tool Holder
assty

Part No.

Tool Holder
Length

Bore
Range

5rt-29-23H 2.t3" 3.10 - 3.50

5tt-29-234 Z.JJ 3.50 - 3.88

5tr-29-23B 2.53" 3.88 - 4.28
stt-29-23C 2.73* 4.28 - 4,68
5tt-29-23D 2.93" 4.68 - 5.08

5tt-29-23E 3_ 13" 5.08 - 5.48

sIr-29-23F t -tt 5.48 - 5.88

5tl-29-23G 3.53" 5,88 - 6.28
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600

500

400

J00

200

100

R1
TOOL

BIT

R8
ooL
BIT

I NCH
(t*)

2
(s r )

4
t 02)

?
J

(76 ) (

BORI DIA

56
(t27 ) ( rsz)

7
( rze)

FOR NORMAL

8
(zos)

TNCHES 
---,+

SP I NDLI SPEID VS, BORT

NOTT:
SPINDLI SPITDS SHOWN WILL YITLD BEST RESULTS
cuTS oN cAsr tRoN (nRnnox. 1io ro 220 BHN).

usE 2/3 SPEaD FOR HTAVY CUTS.
ust 1/4 spEED FoR HARD MATERTAL (nc :s-50, BHN

BORI SIZI MAY VARY DUE TO HEAI BUILD UP.

327 - 475).
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